


















































































The! simultaneous! application! of! TMS! and! EEG! combines! the! ability! to! draw! causal!
inferences!on!the!role!of!specific!cortical!areas!with!recording!neural!activity!with!a!
high! temporal! resolution.! This! thesis! studies! two! aspects! of! visual! attention!
employing! TMS"EEG:! the! first! part! is! concerned! with! how! action! and! perception!




intertrial! effects! in! visual! search.! We! employed! a! compound! search! task,! which!













The! second!project! consists!of! two!experiments!exploring! the! relationship!between!
cortical! excitability! and! spatial! attention! orienting.! On! each! trial,! we! presented! an!
endogenous!spatial!cue,!after!which!TMS!was!applied!over!a!part!of!the!right!occipital!
cortex!from!which!phosphenes!could!be!evoked.!On!some!trials,!a!visual!stimulus!was!
also! presented! at! the! time! of! the! TMS! pulse,! on! which! the! participants! had! to!
perform!a!discrimination!task.!!
In! the! first! experiment,!we! employed! TMS!below!phosphene! threshold;! the! lack! of!
phosphene! perception! allowed! us! to! investigate! the! interaction! between! spatial!
attention!and! cortical! excitability! through!modulations! in! the!TMS"evoked!potential!
(TEP),!without!the!potential!confound!of!a!visual!stimulus!being!present.!We!observed!
that!TMS!over!the!right!occipital!cortex!affected!left"!and!right"cued!trials!differently!
as! measured! by! the! TEP! (in! the! time! bin! 240"280! ms).! This! result! suggests! that!
attention! modulates! cortical! excitability! in! the! absence! of! perception,! similarly! to!
what!has!been!described!from!other!methods!as!a!‘baseline!shift’.!
In! the! second! experiment,! TMS! was! applied! at! phosphene! threshold;! participants!
could! therefore!perceive!phosphenes!on!half!of! trials.!We!observed!both!early! (70"








Taken! together,! the! studies! in! this! thesis! strongly!agree!with!a! view!of! the!brain! in!
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Cognitive! functions! are! carried! out! by! intricate! networks! of! neurons! that! can! be!
investigated! at! various! levels! of! abstraction;! therefore! different! neurophysiological!
techniques! can!provide! a!different!understanding! and!highlight!different!processes.!
For!example,!single"neuron!recordings!have!proven!to!be!very!useful!in!investigating!




others! are! not;! some! are! best! suited! for! animal! studies,! others! can! be! applied! on!








Such! an! illustration! can! prove! very! useful! in! determining! which! technique! is!more!
suitable! for! a! certain! research! question.! Interestingly,! some! techniques! are! more!













can! only! tell! us! which! brain! areas! show! activity! that! correlates! with! a! certain!
behaviour! or! function,! lesions! can! reveal! that! the! ablated! area! is! necessary! for! a!
certain! task!–!by!making! the!animal!or! the!neurosurgical!patient!unable! to!perform!
the!task!anymore!(Pascual"Leone,!Bartres"Fazf,!&!Keenan,!1999).!!
Figure! 2! shows! a! 3D! space! in!which! the! different!methods! are! represented,! being!
categorised! also! on! the! basis! of! whether! or! not! they! allow! causal! inferences,! in!
addition! to! temporal! and! spatial! resolution! (Walsh! &! Cowey,! 2000).! The! causality!
dimension!divides!neurophysiological!methods!in!two!main!categories;!those!that!are!
correlational! (like! PET,! MRI! and! EEG),! and! those! that! are! causal! (like! TMS! or!
microstimulation).!
Causal! techniques,! in! turn,! differ! in! terms! of! safety,! reversibility,! and! invasiveness.!
Importantly,! lesions,! one! of! the! techniques! used!most! to! explore! the! functions! of!
brain! areas,! are! not! reversible! and! therefore! cannot! be! applied! widely! to! human!
participants.!Microstimulation,!although!often!reversible,!requires!surgery!to!be!fitted!
to!the!subject.!Transcranial!magnetic!stimulation,!on!the!other!hand,!is!non"invasive,!
relatively! painless,! and! safe! if! employed! within! the! parameters! contained! in!
international! guidelines! (Rossi,! Hallett,! Rossini,! Pascual"Leone,! &! Group,! 2009;!
Wassermann,! 1998).! Screening! questionnaires! have! been! developed! for! the! safe!
!!
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selection! of! participants! to! TMS! studies,! allowing! researchers! to!minimize! the! rare!
occurrence! of! epileptic! seizures! caused! by! TMS! pulses! (Rossi,! Hallett,! Rossini,! &!
Pascual"Leone,!2011).!
!









The! first! instance!of!application!of!TMS!to!humans!was! in!1985! (Barker,! Jalinous,!&!
Freeston,! 1985).! In! this! first! study,! Barker! successfully! obtained!muscular! twitches!
from!TMS!pulses! to! the!motor! cortex.! The! development! of! TMS!was! relatively! late!
compared! to! other! stimulation! techniques,! because! of! the! technical! challenges! of!
creating!a!compact! stimulator!machine!able! to!produce!a!2!T!magnetic! field!with!a!
sufficiently!short!duration!(rise!of!100!μs!and!duration!of!400!μs).!
TMS! achieves! neuronal! stimulation! through! a! mechanism! akin! to! the! one! of!





Some! researchers! believe! that! the! name! ‘magnetic’! in! TMS! is! not! entirely!
appropriate,!as!it!is!in!fact!inducing!electrical!currents!in!the!brain!(Barker!&!Freeston,!
2007).! It! has! been! suggested! that! a! better! name! for! TMS! would! be! TMIES:!
transcranial!magnetically!induced!electrical!stimulation!(Cowey,!2005).!
Before! discussing! the! effects! that! a! TMS! pulse! has! on! the! brain,! it! is! beneficial! to!
understand! its! technical! principles.! In! the! electric! stimulator! employed! in! TMS! a!
capacitor! needs! to! be! charged!before! the!machine! is! able! to! produce! a! pulse! (this!
charging! duration! is! the! physical! limit! between! two!pulses! if! only! one! stimulator! is!
employed)!(Cowey,!2005).!Then,!the!current!is!discharged!through!a!coil!in!a!very!fast!
manner.! The!way! the! pulse! is! generated! depends! on! the! electrical! circuitry! of! the!
!!
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(Cowey!&!Walsh,! 2001),! as! neuronal! fibres! can!only! be! depolarized!by! a! change! in!
electric!field!across!membranes!(Barker,!1998).!!
Nowadays,! however,! figure"of"eight! coils! (also! called! butterfly! coils)! are! more!
commonly!used.!In!such!coils,!the!peak!of!the!electric!field!is!under!the!intersection!of!
the! two! wire! windings! (Walsh! &! Cowey,! 2000).! Other! designs! able! to! focus! the!
electric! field!even!more!have!been!developed,!but!are!not!used!as!commonly! (Ren,!
Tarjan,!&!Popović,!1995).!TMS!machines!have!been!developed!that!employ!up!to!100!
multiple! coils! (called! multichannel! coil! arrays);! their! individual! currents! can! be!
changed! to! shape! the! stimulating! fields! and! increase! current! focus! even! more!
(Ruohonen!&!Ilmoniemi,!1998).!
The! size!of! the!coil! is!another! important! factor:! the! smaller! the!coil,! the!higher! the!
spatial! resolution! of! the! stimulation.! However,! smaller! coils! overheat! easily,! and!
cannot!produce!the!same!electrical!stimulation!having!weaker!magnetic!fields.!
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL!EFFECTS!OF!TMS!
While! the!physical! principles! on!which! TMS! is! based! are! straightforward,! there!has!





as! it! provides! a! simple!explanation!of!many!of! the!early! effects! that! TMS!has!been!





observed! to!enhance!human!cognitive!performance! in!a! variety!of! tasks;!which!has!
led!researchers!to!develop!alternative!theories!of!the!effect!of!TMS!(Luber!&!Lisanby,!
2014).! Facilitatory! effects! of! TMS! on! behaviour! have! been! explained! via! two!
mechanisms:! modulation! of! the! activity! in! a! certain! area! making! processing! more!
efficient,! or! disruption! of! competing! processes! (which! is! conceptually! similar! to!
removing!an!inhibition).!!!
An!early!example!of! these! two!effects! that!TMS!can!have! "!disrupting!or!enhancing!
performance! "! comes! from! studies! of! masking.! In! one! landmark! study! disrupting!
performance! in! paradigms! of! experimental! psychology! by! using! TMS! (Amassian,!
Cracco,!&!Maccabee,!1989),! researchers!applied!single"pulse!TMS!over! the!occipital!
cortex! of! the! participants,! while! they! were! instructed! to! perform! a! letter!
identification!task.!They!showed!that!TMS!could!be!used!to!impair!performance!in!a!
recognition!task!in!a!time"specific!manner!(Figure!3,!left!panel).!This!disruptive!effect!















The! term! “modulation”! is! used! very! frequently! when! discussing! the! neuro"
physiological!effect!of!TMS,!and!its!more!general!meaning!is!better!suited!to!account!
for! all! the! different! effects! that! TMS! has! been! shown! to! elicit! on! behaviour,! from!
impairment!to!facilitation!(McKinley,!Bridges,!Walters,!&!Nelson,!2012).!
However,! employing! TMS! alone,! one! can! only! observe! changes! in! overt! behaviour!
(like! reaction!times!or!error! rates),!while!other! important! information! (for!example,!
!!
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the! exact! timing! with! which! TMS! affects! an! area)! remains! inaccessible.! For! this!
purpose,! TMS! has!more! recently! been! combined!with! other! techniques,! offering! a!
deeper! insight! into! its! neurophysiological! effects;! for! example! combining! TMS!with!
fMRI! can! help! understanding! the! link! between! structure! and! function! (Sack,! 2006;!





resolution!of!electroencephalography.! It! is!also! important! to!note! that!when!a!TMS!
pulse!is!delivered!over!a!brain!area!there!are!also!effects!in!the!areas!connected!to!it,!
and! this! temporal!pattern! can!be! showed! in! the!EEG.! In!other!words,!while! TMS! is!
focal! in! its! nature,! its! effects! are!modulated! by! the! underlying! neural! connections!
(Taylor,!Walsh,!&!Eimer,!2008).!The!development!of!TMS"compatible!EEG!electrodes,!
however,! had! to! overcome!many! technical! difficulties;! the!main! problem!was! that,!
EEG! electrodes! being! very! sensitive,! a! huge! artefact! was! created! in! the! recording!
immediately! following! the! very! strong! TMS! pulse.! Nowadays,! most! amplifiers! can!
effectively!stop!recording!(or!record!from!an!internal!channel)!around!the!time!of!the!






earliest! time! in! which! an! artefact"free! signal! can! be! accomplished.! Post"recording,!
furthermore,! there! are!multiple!ways! to! filter! out! or! reduce! the!magnitude! of! the!
TMS! artefact,! the! most! common! ones! being! ICA! and! excision! (Ilmoniemi! &! Kičić,!
2009).!
Combined! TMS"EEG! studies! can! be! further! categorized! by! the! variable! of! interest!
being! analysed,! and! three! main! categories! can! be! identified:! the! TMS"evoked!
potential! (TEP),! traditional!ERPs,!or!brain! rhythms!either!preceding!or! following! the!
TMS! pulse.! TMS"EEG! studies! analysing! traditional! ERPs! are! perhaps! the! most!
straightforward;! a! TMS!pulse! is! sent! either! in! the! inter"trial! interval! or! preceding! a!
stimulus,!and!the!ERPs!to!the!stimulus!are!then!analysed.!The!experiment!presented!
in!the!Visual!Search!chapter!of!the!present!thesis!is!an!example!of!this!type!of!study.!
Conversely,!when! the!TEP! is! the!variable!of! interest,! the!ERP! immediately! following!
the! TMS! pulse! is! analysed,! typically! divided! in! time! bins;! this! type! of! experiment!
presents!more! technical! difficulties! caused!by! the! closeness! of! the! TMS! artefact! to!
the!data!of!interest.!The!two!experiments!in!the!Cueing!and!Visual!Attention!chapter!
are!an!example.!Finally,!TMS"EEG!studies!could!also!be!concerned!with!differences!in!
brain!oscillations,!and!how!these!might!be!affected!by!TMS.! It!has!been! found! that!
TMS! can! cause! both! synchronization! and! desynchronisation! (Komssi! &! Kähkönen,!
2006),!and!can!either!trigger!or!perturb!oscillatory!activity!(Rosanova!et!al.,!2009).!!
It! is! important! to! note,! however,! that! combined! TMS"EEG! still! presents! inherent!




location! of! the! TMS! coil! can! be! made! more! accurate! through! neuronavigation!
(Duecker!et!al.,!2014),!it!is!not!possible!to!locate!as!precisely!the!effects!of!the!pulse!
measured! by! the! EEG.! Such! an! aim! would! require! additionally! incorporating! an!
imaging!technique!like!fMRI,!which!has!been!proven!to!be!technically!difficult!(Peters!
et!al.,!2013).!Another!limit!of!combined!TMS"EEG!is!that!only!the!surface!of!the!cortex!




combined!TMS"EEG!study!where!the!measured!variable! is! the!amplitude!of! the!TEP!
and!the!experimental!paradigm!manipulates!a!psychological!variable!like!attention!or!
awareness,! a! difference! in! the! measured! TEP! could! mean! one! of! two! things;! it! is!
possible! that! the! TMS! pulse! caused! a! difference! in! the! psychological! process!




selected! areas! and! drew! inferences! about! the! underlying! relationship! between!
perception!and!action! (see!Chapter:!Visual! search),! and! the!one!between!attention!
and!consciousness! (see!Chapter:!Cueing!and!Visual!Attention),! respectively.!We!will!















other! senses! (Posner,! Nissen,! &! Klein,! 1976).! One! early! distinction! concerning!
attention! has! been! its! ability! to! be! directed! to! different! aspects,! like! visual! objects!
(Duncan,!1985),!features!(Treisman!&!Gelade,!1980)!or!spatial!locations!(Posner!et!al.,!
1976).!
While! the!understanding!of! vision! from!a!physiological!point!of! view!was!gaining! in!
completeness,! two! simple! observations! paved! the!way! for! the! development! of! the!
study!of!visual!attention!as!we!know!it!today.!Firstly,!the!neural!circuitry!in!our!brain!is!
by!no!means!sufficient!to!process!the!whole!amount!of!visual!information!present!in!
the! complex! visual! scenes! that! constitute! our! world! (Desimone! &! Duncan,! 1995).!




focus!of!attention!can!be!actively!changed!by!the! individual! (Helmholtz,!1867)! in!an!
overt! (through!a!movement!of! the!eyes)!or! covert! (with!eyes! remaining! stationary,!
but!attentional! focus!actively! shifting)!manner.!These!changes! in! focus! improve! the!
ability!of!humans!to!interact!with!the!external!world!(Donald,!1958).!
THEORIES!OF!VISUAL!SEARCH!
We!perform!visual! search!almost! continuously! in!our!everyday! life,!while! looking! in!








Two! variables! are! analysed! in! visual! search! experiments:! error! rates! and! reaction!
times.! Error! rates! are! known! to! vary! with! the! difficulty! of! the! task! (Chen,!
Navalpakkam,! &! Perona,! 2011)! and! as! such! are! a! good! indicator! of! amount! of!
processing! going! on! in! the! brain.! Reaction! times! (RTs)! are! the! amount! of! time!
between! the! presentation! of! the! stimulus! and! the! behavioural! response! of! the!




feature;! a! dimension! is! a! range! of! variations!which! is! processed! by! a! specific! brain!
subsystem!(for!example!colour,!orientation!or!shape),!while!a!feature!is!a!value!within!
a! dimension! (for! example! red! and! green!within! the! colour! dimension)! (Treisman!&!
Gelade,!1980).!
Visual! search! has! been! divided! into! two! main! categories:! feature! search! and!
conjunction!search.!Figure!4!shows!an!example!of!both:! In!the! left!panel,!the!target!
(the! horizontal! black! bar)! is! different! from! the! distractor! in! one! feature! within! a!
dimension,! which! is! orientation.! Distractors! are! homogenous,! making! this! type! of!
search!easier.! In!the!right!panel,!the!target!(the!horizontal!red!bar)! is!different!from!
the!distractor!in!a!conjunction!of!features,!from!two!different!dimensions:!colour!and!
orientation.! It! is! easy! to!notice!how! feature! search! is! generally!easier! and! faster! to!
perform!than!conjunction!search.!!
! !
Figure! 4:! ! Typical! experimental! displays! employed! in! visual! search.! Left! panel:! to! find! the! target!







The! qualitative! difference! between! feature! and! conjunction! search! has! been!




different!behaviours!with! the! increase!of! set! size;!while! in! feature! search! the! slope!
describing! the! correlation! between! number! of! elements! and! reaction! time! is!
essentially! flat! (the! item! “pops! out”),! in! conjunction! search! this! slope! increases!
steeply.! It!has!been!estimated!that!the!slope! increase!per! item!is!about!15!ms/item!
when!the!target!is!present,!and!30!ms/item!when!the!target!is!absent!(Wolfe,!1998).!
To! explain! their! findings,! Treisman! proposed! a! feature! integration! theory! (FIT)! of!
visual!attention!(Treisman,!1977;!Treisman!&!Gelade,!1980).!In!this!theory,!incoming!
visual! information! is! first! broken! down! into! several! primitive! visual! features,!
represented!within!feature!maps!(that!can!be!imagined!as!two"dimensional!arrays!of!
detectors).! The! feature! maps! are! then! processed! and! integrated! to! form! a! single!
saliency!map,!which!measures! the!perceptual! vividness!making! certain! regions!of! a!
visual!scene!immediately!catch!our!attention.!Treisman!argues!that!this!second!stage!
represents! attention,! which! is! the! “glue”! that! binds! together! features! creating! the!





The! elaboration! of! the! concept! of! saliency! map! has! been! a! milestone! in! visual!





1994).! Furthermore,! many! conjunction! searches! are! more! efficient! than! what! the!
model! would! predict,! and! the! pattern! of! processes! like! texture! segmentation! is!
incorrectly! predicted! by! FIT.! (Cohen,! 1993;! Wolfe,! 1992).! Finally,! the! concept! of!
distinct! feature!maps! –! although! useful! computationally! and! for!modelling! –!might!
not! reflect! the!underlying!neural! architecture;! studies! have! shown! the! existence!of!
neurons! responding! to! a! conjunction! of! two! or! more! features,! therefore! being!
situated! in! the! intermediate! stages! between! feature! maps! and! the! saliency! map!
(Rangelov!&!Zeki,!2014).!
GUIDED!SEARCH!(GS)!
To! address! the! shortcoming! of! the! Feature! Integration! Theory,! while! keeping! the!
useful! concept! of! a! general! saliency! map,! the! Guided! Search! (GS)! model! was!
developed.!(Wolfe,!1994;!Wolfe,!Cave,!&!Franzel,!1989).!!
GS! postulates! a! continuum!between! feature! and! conjunction! search,! and! proposes!
that! attention! is! required! to!perform!any! type!of! search.! In! the!GS!model,! the! first!
stage!of!processing!occurs!in!parallel!throughout!the!visual!field,!and!is!carried!out!by!






The! second! stage! of! processing! is! shaped! by! both! bottom"up! and! top"down!









indistinguishable,! and! cannot! be! retrieved! from! the! overall! saliency! map,! whose!
purpose!is!exclusively!to!direct!attention!(Wolfe,!1994).!!
THE!DIMENSION!WEIGHTING!ACCOUNT!(DWA)!
The! Dimension! Weighting! Account! (DWA)! started! from! early! observations! of!
Treisman! (Treisman,! 1988);! she! found! a! difference! in! reaction! time! performance!
between!conditions!in!which!the!target!dimension!was!known!beforehand!and!those!
in!which! the! target!was! unknown.!While! the! slopes! of! both!were! flat,! there!was! a!









(presence! of! ‘response"irrelevant’! items! in! the! display)! and! by! top"down! control!
(knowledge!of!the!target!feature!reduced!the!cost).!
Importantly,! these! findings! cannot! be! explained! by! either! FIT! or! GS:! both! models!
assume!that!saliency!signals!from!the!separate!feature!maps!are!summed!together!in!











combination! is! when! the! target! differs! in! feature! but! not! in! dimension! from! the!
!!
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previous! target;! for! example,! a! red! item! is! presented! after! a! blue! one! (usually!
abbreviated! with! “sDdF”! meaning! “same! dimension,! different! feature”).! The! third!
possible!trial!type!is!when!the!target!differs!in!dimension!from!the!previous!target;!for!
example,! a! triangle! is! presented! after! a! blue! item! (usually! abbreviated! with! “dD”,!
meaning:!“different!dimension”).!
The! difference! between! the! intertrial! conditions! has! been! observed! by!Müller! and!
colleagues! (1995),! in!an!experiment! that! required!participants! to! identify! the! target!





search! depending! on! switch!
condition.! Switch! conditions! are:!
sDsF! (same! dimension! same!
feature),! sDdF! (same! dimension,!
different! feature),! and! dD!
(different! dimension).! (Adapted!
from!Found!and!Müller,!1996)!
The! results! clearly! show! a! difference! in! RTs! among! the! different! conditions,! with!
target!repeats!being!the!fastest.!Feature!switches!generated!a!cost!as!well,!although!
smaller! than! dimension! switches.! The! explanation! for! this! pattern! of! results!
postulates!the!existence!of!a!mechanism!that!“weights”!saliency!maps!differently!and!
that! produces! a! carryover! effect! on! subsequent! trials.! The! concept! of! weight! is!
necessary,! since! the! processing! capabilities! of! the! human! visual! and! attentional!
!!
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system! are! limited,! and! a! complete! analysis! of! all! feature! maps! would! be!
overwhelming.!(Duncan!&!Humphreys,!1989)!
Once! the! existence! of! the! dimension! weighting! effect! was! observed,! the! most!
important!questions!to!answer!is:!is!it!susceptible!to!top"down!processes?!The!answer!




This! design! was! formulated! in! order! to! bias! one! dimension! over! the! other,! and!
prioritize!which!dimension!would!be!checked!first.!The!results!showed!that!top"down!
priming!of!a!dimension!is!possible.!
Overall,! the! DWA! has! been! the! first! attentional! model! to! account! for! inter"trial!
dimensional! effects,!which! are! created!by!weighting!mechanisms! in! the! attentional!
system.!Weights!are!not!a!purely!bottom"up!phenomenon,!as!they!can!be!modulated!











One!way! in!which!different! tasks! can! differ! is! in! the! amount!of! perceptual! analysis!
they! require! (Rangelov! et! al.,! 2012).! For! example! detection! tasks! (requiring!
participants! to!discern!presence!vs.!absence!of!a! target)!necessitate! less!perceptual!
analysis!of!the!target!than!a!discrimination!task!(requiring!performing!a!judgment!on!
some!property!of!the!target).!!
There! are! several! different! paradigm! properties! that! can! have! an! effect! of! visual!
search!task.!Stimuli,!response!criteria!and!response!modalities!have!an!impact!on!the!
overall! participant! performance,! and! each! of! them! corresponds! to! a! different!
cognitive! process,! namely! stimulus! selection,! perceptual! analysis! and! response!
selection!(Rangelov!et!al.,!2012).!
There!are!occasions!in!which!a!certain!paradigm!will!create!an!interactive!pattern!of!
reaction! times;! this! is! the! case!of! the! compound! task! (Duncan,!1985),! in!which! the!













The! focus!of! attention! can!be!dynamically! changed! (Nobre,! 2001);!most! commonly!
the! location! of! our! attentional! focus! could! be! oriented! through!movements! of! the!
eyes,!or!saccades!(Henderson,!1993);!this!type!of!attentional!allocation!is!defined!as!
overt.!Attentional!focus!can!also!be!allocated!in!a!different!manner,!without!requiring!
eye!movements;! this! is! called! covert! attentional! allocation.! It!was! first! observed!by!
von!Helmoltz!(Helmholtz,!1867).!He!performed!an!experiment!on!himself,!in!which!he!
briefly!presented!groups!of!letters!in!various!parts!of!his!visual!field,!while!keeping!his!
eyes! stable!on! the!centre!of! the!display.!He!was!able! to!discriminate! the! letters!on!




paradigm! to! investigate! the! spatial! allocation! of! visual! attention.! Perhaps! the!most!
famous!version!of! this! task!was! introduced!by!Posner! (Posner,!1980).!He!presented!
participants!with!a!central!fixation!point!that!could!be!neutral!(in!the!shape!of!a!plus!
sign)! or! directional! (in! the! shape! of! an! arrow).! After! an! interval,! a! target! was!





the! side! of! the! target;! and! invalid! trials,! in! which! the! arrow! cue! pointed! at! the!




His! results! confirmed! the! observation! of! von! Helmoltz! (Helmholtz,! 1867),! while!
adding!a!new!way!to!influence!covert!attentional!orienting.!The!dissociation!between!




As! the!basic! cueing!paradigm!has!proven! to!be!a! simple!and!versatile! tool! to! study!
spatial!attention,!many!factors!influencing!participants’!performance!in!the!task!have!










orienting! is! in! its!nature!voluntary!and! its!activation! lasts! relatively! long! (more! than!
500!ms),!exogenous!orienting! is!reflexive,!and!the!activation! it!produces! is!transient!
(less!than!200!ms).!
The!two!cues!have!been!shown!to!differ!not!only!in!the!timing!of!their!effect,!but!in!
the! way! they! affect! ERP! waveforms.! It! has! been! observed! that! endogenous! cues!
affect!a!variety!of!early!ERP!components,! like!P1!and!N1!(Mangun!&!Hillyard,!1991).!
Endogenous!cues,!in!the!shape!of!arrows,!affected!the!N2!component!in!a!Go"no"Go!
task! (Eimer,! 1993).! The! effects! of! visual! orienting! employing! exogenous! cueing!










two! types! of! cues;! both! were! shown! to! activate! a! largely! overlapping! network!
composed! of! dorsal! and! parietal! regions! (Rosen! et! al.,! 1999).! A! later! study! has!
!!
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proposed! that! the! bad! temporal! resolution! of! blocked"designed! fMRI! experiments!
was!the!cause!of! the! lack!of!effects,!and!employing!an!event"related!fMRI!protocol,!
they!were! able! to! observe! different! BOLD! signal! distributions! for! the! two! types! of!
cues;!endogenous!cueing!elicited!the!activation!of!a!larger!cortical!network!compared!
to!exogenous!(Mayer,!Dorflinger,!Rao,!&!Seidenberg,!2004).!!
Taken! together,! the! results! suggest! that! endogenous! orienting! is! a! more! effortful!
process!than!the!exogenous!one,!reflecting!top"down!components!and!an!increased!
load! on!working!memory.! In! the! present! experiments,!we!will! employ! endogenous!
cues,! as! we! are! interested! in! the! covert! allocation! and! maintenance! of! effortful!
attention!to!a!predetermined!location!in!space.!
CUE!VALIDITY!
Cue! validity! (i.e.! the! proportion! of! validly! cued! trials)! is! also! an! important! factor! in!




when!cues!are!not! informative,! they! still! induce!an!attentional! shift;!however,!non"
informative!peripheral!cues!elicit!greater!reflexive!orienting!than!central!ones!(Eimer,!
1997).!










designing! blocks! with! different! cue! validity! (90%! and! 60%),! they! observed! how! it!
affects! components! of! the! fronto"parietal! attentional! network! (Corbetta,! Kincade,!
Ollinger,! McAvoy,! &! Shulman,! 2000).! ! They! showed! that! attentional! shifting!
mechanisms!are!sensitive!to!cue!validity!information.!In!the!present!thesis,!we!chose!





containing! a! stimulus).! It! has! been! shown! that! presenting! the! target! on!most! trials!
increases!participants’!performance!in!stimulus!detection!(Näätänen,!1972).!





to! perform! the! cueing! task,! while! the! trials! of! interest! will! be! target! absent! trials,!
where!a!TMS!pulse!will!be!administered.!
After!having!reviewed!the!technical!advantages!of!employing!combined!TMS"EEG!and!
















of! visual! search,! as! well! as! classical! theories! of! its! mechanisms! and! more! recent!
neurophysiological! studies! involved! in! its! functioning.! This! section! will! discuss! the!







1 !Francesca! Bocca,! Paul! Taylor! and! Thomas! Töllner! designed! the! study,! based! on! experimental!
procedures! formerly! designed! by! Thomas! Töllner.! Francesca! Bocca! programmed! and! conducted! the!
experiment,!analysed!the!data,!and!wrote!the!paper.!Paul!Taylor,!Hermann!Müller!and!Thomas!Töllner!





Perhaps! one! of! the! earliest! findings! is! that! when! orthogonal! stimulus"defining!
dimensions!repeat!across!trials,!reaction!times!are!facilitated;!while!when!one!of!the!
dimensions! changes,! reactions! times! show! a! cost! higher! than! if! both! dimensions!
changed.!To!explain!his!findings,!Kingstone!(1992)!suggested!that!different!encoding!






interact! dynamically.! Recently! (Clark,! 2013;! Friston,! 2010),! several! comprehensive!






cognition! (Sack,! 2009).! Ellison! and! colleagues! (Ellison,! Rushworth,! &! Walsh,! 2003)!
suggested!that!the!rPPC!has!the!ideal!location!and!connectivity!to!perform!stimulus"





which! stimulation! over! the! rPPC! disrupted! performance! during! visual! search! in!







Other! studies! employing! rTMS! in! combination! with! fMRI! (Sack! et! al.,! 2002)! have!
confirmed! the! causal! role! of! the! parietal! cortex! in! the! performance! of! visuospatial!
tasks;!rTMS!was!applied!at!an!inhibitory!frequency!(1!Hz)!over!the!parietal!cortex!and!
resulted! in! an! impairment! of! spatial! judgments! on! previously! presented! visual!
information.!





The! behavioural! experiments! investigating! the! effect! of! cues! and! priming! on! the!








fMRI! provides! an! ideal! tool! to! investigate! the! correlation! between! behaviour! and!
functional!neuroanatomy,!even!though!its!poor!temporal!resolution!(Kim,!Richter,!&!
Ugurbil,! 1997)! makes! it! difficult! to! separate! different! processes! occurring!
simultaneously!or! to! investigate! fast"occurring! intertrial!effects! ,! therefore!requiring!
ad"hoc!experimental!designs!to!be!created!in!which!the!variable!of!interest!is!blocked,!
or!trials!are!particularly!long!(Haller!&!Bartsch,!2009).!!
The! first! fMRI! study! directly! investigating! the! DWA! compared! brain! activation! of!
participants! performing! an! odd"one"out! task! in! two! conditions! of! pop"out! search:!
dimensional! certainty! (only! switches!of! features)!and!dimensional!uncertainty! (both!
dimension! and! feature! could! switch).! Changes! in! BOLD! signal! correlating! with!
dimensional! changes! were! observed! in! a! network! of! areas! including! the! posterior!
parietal! cortex! (PPC),! already! known! to! correlate! with! spatial! (Corbetta,! Miezin,!
Dobmeyer,! Shulman,! &! Petersen,! 1991)! as! well! as! non"spatial! (Dove,! Pollmann,!
Schubert,!&!Wiggins,!2000)!shifts!of!attention.!
In! another! study,! the! same! authors! investigated!dimension! switches! in! conjunction!




IPS! was! strongly! activated! in! dimension! changes,! and! more! weakly! activated! in!
feature!changes.!Some!areas!showed!a!selective!activation!for!dimension!changes!in!
feature!(left!frontopolar!cortex)!or!conjunction!search!(frontomedial!cortex).!




In! a! review! of! their! series! of! studies,! Pollman! and! colleagues! (Pollmann,!Weidner,!
Müller,!&!Cramon,!2006a)!made!some!hypotheses!about!the!underlying!architecture!








visual! search,! but! also! in! priming! of! pop"out;! an! fMRI! study! found! a! correlation!






Another! method! employed! to! investigate! attentional! mechanisms,! and! that!





obtained! through! averaging! various! waveforms! time"locked! to! the! stimulus! of!
interest.!!





















perceptual! origin! explain! intertrial! facilitation! as! a! pre"attentive! and! early! sensory!
facilitation! of! the! most! important! attributes! for! the! task! (Leonard! &! Egeth,! 2008;!
Müller!et!al.,!1995;!Wolfe,!Butcher,!Lee,!&!Hyle,!2003).!Proponents!of!the!response"
based!origin!argue!that!after!perception!and!visual!processing!of!the!target!have!been!
accomplished,! facilitation! arises! in! concomitance! with! response! preparation!
(Theeuwes,!Atchley,!&!Kramer,!2000).!!
As!response!and!dimension!switches!are!tied!together!in!the!traditional!visual!search!
discrimination! task,! other! paradigms! have! been! developed! to! separate! between!
response! and! dimension! related! switches! and! repeats.! One! such! paradigm! is! the!
“compound!task”!(Duncan,!1985),!that!is!defined!as!a!dissociation!between!response"












component! which! is! calculated! as! the! double! subtraction! between! the! voltage! of!
parietal! electrodes! over! the! two! hemispheres! (ipsilater! or! contralateral! to! the!
hemifield! in! which! the! target! appeared);! the!maximum! voltage! being! observed! on!
visual! areas! contralateral! to! the! attended! stimulus! (Eimer,! 1996).! Its! average!onset!
time!is!200!ms!after!stimulus!presentation,!even!though!it!can!vary!from!between!175!
and! 300!ms! after! stimulus.! Because! of! its! variable! timing,! it! has! been! suggested! a!
better!name!would!be!PCN!instead!of!N2pc.!The!other!component!of!interest!in!the!
study! was! the! response"locked! LRP! (rLRP),! calculated! as! the! double! subtraction! of!
electrodes!C3/C4!from!"100!to!"20!pre"response.!
The! averaged! difference! waves! (between! ipsi"and! contralateral! to! singleton)! at!












and! applied! single! TMS! pulses! over! the! posterior! parietal! cortex! (PPC)! (Ashbridge,!
Walsh,!&!Cowey,!1997).!!No!effect!of!TMS!was!observed!on!reaction!times!in!feature!
search,!while!the!reaction!times!were!affected!in!conjunction!search.!!
After! revealing! this! pattern,! further! studies! have! enlightened! the! contributions! of!
different! areas! in! visual! search.! A! double! dissociation! between! the! PPC! and! the!
superior! temporal!gyrus! (STG)!has!been!observed,!when!participants!were!asked! to!
perform! either! conjunction! or! difficult! feature! tasks! (Ellison,! Schindler,! Pattison,! &!
Milner,!2004).!Using!a!similar!paradigm,!a!role!of!the!Frontal!Eye!Fields!(FEF)!has!been!
highlighted! in! conjunction! search! as! well! as! feature! search! with! a! high! degree! of!
uncertainty!(Muggleton!et!al.,!2003).!
Some! models! of! areas! involved! in! visual! search,! in! particular! PPC,! have! been!
developed! following! those! important! TMS! studies.! For! example,! some! authors!
suggested! that! the! primary! role! of! the! PPC! is! to! update! information! (Rushworth!&!
Taylor,!2006).!
Despite! the! important! results! found! employing! TMS! during! visual! search,! it! is!










The! first! combined! TMS"EEG! study! of! visual! search! (Fuggetta,! 2006)! employed!
conjunction! search.! TMS!was! applied! 100!ms! after! visual! stimulus! onset,! causing! a!
delay! in! response! times! already! observed! in! the! literature! (Ashbridge! et! al.,! 1997).!





Another! study! investigated! a! phenomenon! called! “priming! of! pop"out”! (Taylor,!
Muggleton,!Kalla,!Walsh,!&!Eimer,!2011).!In!this!study,!the!right!angular!gyrus!(rAng)!
or! the! frontal! eye! fields! (FEF)! of! participants! were! stimulated! with! TMS! (online!
paradigm,! 5! pulses! at! 10Hz),! while! they!were! performing! a! visual! search! task.! The!












The! rAng! is! a! substructure! of! the! posterior! parietal! cortex;! it! is! located! on! the!
posterior!part!of!the!inferior!parietal!lobule,!and!it!roughly!corresponds!to!Brodmann!
area! (BA)! 39.! Figure! 6! shows! a! lateral! view! of! the! rAng! and! the! most! important!
surrounding!anatomical!landmarks. 
 
Figure! 6.! Lateral! view! of! a! 3D!
rendered!brain.!The!rANG!is!shown!in!
correspondence! of! the! number! 39!
(Brodmann’s! area! number),! Other!
anatomical! landmarks! include:! the!
lateral! sulcus! (LS),! the! superior!
temporal! sulcus! (STS),! the! middle!





The! first! important! feature! of! the! rAng! is! its! position:! it! is! found! at! the! junction!
between!the!parietal,!occipital!and!temporal! lobes.! It!has! therefore!been!suggested!
that!the!role!of!the!rAng!might!be!a!multisensory!integration!hub!(Seghier,!2012).!!
CONNECTIVITY!
Currently,! there! is! a! lack! of! consensus! concerning!which! area! in! the!monkey! brain!
would! be! the! ideal! homologue! of! the! human! rAng;! therefore! the! most! reliable!
method!to!study!the!connectivity!of!the!rAng!is!to!employ!non"invasive!neuroimaging!
methods!on!humans!(Seghier,!2012).!!
DTI! studies!have! shown! that! the! rAng!has! indeed!a! rich! connectivity! to!many! close!
and! distant! regions! (Mars! et! al.,! 2011).! The! left! and! right! AG! are! interconnected!
through!the!corpus!callosum.!The!AG!connects!to!the!ipsilateral!frontal!and!opercular!
areas!via!the!longitudinal!fasciculus.!It!also!connects!to!the!caudal!posterior!temporal!
regions! through! the! middle! longitudinal! fasciculus.! The! occipitofrontal! fasciculus!
connects! the!AG!to! the!precuneus!and!the!superior! frontal!gyrus,!while! the! inferior!
longitudinal!fascicle!connects!them!to!the!parahippocampal!gyrus!and!hippocampus.!
The! AG! also! connects! to! the! supramarginal! gyrus! through! local! connections.!
Importantly,! the! AG! receives! no! direct! input! from! primary! sensory! areas! (Seghier,!
2012).!
FUNCTION!













task! in! order! to! be! able! to! dissociate! between! target"! and! response"! related!
components.! The! effect! of! TMS! on! the! rAng! was! compared! to! two! controls:! one!
consisting! of! no"TMS! blocks,! and! another! consisting! of! TMS! over! a! task"irrelevant!
area.!!
The! rAng!was! the! chosen!area!of!our! TMS! stimulation,! as! it! has!been! shown! to!be!







Our! interest! was! to! observe! a! change! in! behaviour! caused! by! rAng! TMS,! and! to!

















Attention! is! sensitive! to! trial! history,! in! terms! of! both! perception! and! response.!
Although! the! bases! of! these! sensorimotor! interactions! remain! unclear,! both!
behaviourally!and!neurally,!converging!evidence!from!a!variety!of!methods!indicates!
that!the!right!angular!gyrus!(rANG)!may!be!important.!!










Results:! rANG! TMS! during! the! intertrial! interval! improved! performance! to! the!
upcoming!stimuli!only!when!the!target"defining!dimension!and!the!response"defining!
feature! both! repeated! across! successive! trials.! rANG! TMS! also! increased! the!
amplitude!of!the!visual!N1!component!evoked!by!the!upcoming!stimuli.!These!effects!
did!not!occur!after!control!TMS.!
Conclusion:! rANG! plays! a! causal! role! in! the! formation! of! combined! expectancies!
binding! together! stimulus"! and! response"! characteristics! of! the! previous! trial! to!
optimize! visual! search! performance.! This! supports! a! visuomotor! theory! of! parietal!
cortex!and!the!dimension!weighting!account!of!attention.!We!suggest!current!models!
of! intertrial! effects! in! visual! search! need! to! be! expanded! to! include! an! interactive!









Visual! search! performance! is! sensitive! to! changes! in! the! environment.! Despite! the!
seeming!automaticity!of!these!processes,!recent!research!suggests!that!they!can!be!




Nakayama,!1994).!During!search! for!a!simple! feature! (‘pop"out’)! target,!participants!
respond!faster!when!the!targets!on!consecutive!trials!are!characterized!by!the!same!
dimension! (e.g.,! colour! or! shape)! (Found!&!Müller,! 1996).!When! the!precise! target!
features! repeat! (rather! than! just! the!dimension),! a! benefit! in! reaction! times! is! also!
evident,! although! this! smaller! than! that! observed! for! dimension! repeats! (Found! &!
Müller,!1996)!–!suggesting!that!this!effect!of!task!history!on!attention!is!organized!at!
the! level!of!dimensions,! rather! than! features!within!dimensions! (Zehetleitner!et!al.,!
2012).! Search! performance! is! faster!when! there! is! a! complete! repetition! of! target"!
and!response"defining!features,!and!is!slower!if!one!or!the!other!switches!(Müller!&!
Krummenacher,! 2006a;! Töllner! et! al.,! 2008).! The! interaction! between! target"! and!
response"defining! features!can!be!generalized!to!measure!the!relationship!between!







parietal! cortex! (PPC)! correlate! with! dimensional! manipulations! in! visual! search!
(Pollmann,!Weidner,!Müller,! &! Cramon,! 2000)! and! lesions! here! affect! dimensional!
carry"over!effects!(Utz,!Humphreys,!&!Chechlacz,!2013).!Event"related!potential!(ERP)!
studies! using! compound"search! tasks! support! the! notion! that! response! selection!
during!similar!tasks! is!not! independent!of!demands!on!attentional!selection!(Töllner!
et!al.,!2008;!Töllner,!Zehetleitner,!Gramann,!&!Müller,!2010;!Wiegand,!Finke,!Müller,!
&! Töllner,! 2013)! and! that! early! perceptual! processing! can! be!modulated! by! action!





Employing! a! combination! of! TMS"EEG,! it! is! possible! to! causally! determine! the!
functional!role!of!a!cortical!area!and!assess!the!timing!of!its!contribution!to!network!
neural! activity! (Komssi! &! Kähkönen,! 2006;! Miniussi! &! Thut,! 2009).! A! previous!
combined! TMS"EEG! study! (Taylor! et! al.,! 2011)! has! shown! that! rANG! stimulation!
affects! priming! of! pop"out,! but! did! not! explore! changes! in! the! dimension! of! the!
target"defining!feature,!nor!changes!in!the!response"defining!feature.!The!aim!of!the!
current! experiment! was! to! test! for! a! causal! role! of! the! rANG! in! creating! the!




























trains! lasting!400!ms),! followed!by!an!additional!500!ms!of! fixation.!A!visual! search!
display!was!then!presented!for!200!ms,!comprising!an!array!of!eight!items!arranged!in!
a!virtual!circle,!centred!on!the!fixation!point!and!with!a!radius!of!3.0°!of!visual!angle.!
Seven! of! the! items!were! grey! squares! (each! side! 1.2°! long)! and! one! item!was! the!
target,!which!differed!in!either!shape!or!colour!from!the!distractors!(“pop"out”!item).!
Target!and!distractors!were!isoluminant!(25!cd/m2).!Targets!defined!by!colour!could!
be! either! red! (RGB! value:! 160,! 0,! 0)! or! blue! (RGB! value:! 10,! 10,! 255),! while! those!
defined!by!shape!could!be!either!triangles!(height!2.4°)!or!circles!(diameter!2.4°);!i.e.,!
there! were! two! levels! of! the! target"defining! feature! value! within! each! of! the! two!
dimensions.! This! yielded! three! possible! types! of! intertrial! target"defining! feature!
sequence:! same! dimension! same! feature! (sDsF,! or! complete! target! repeat),! same!
dimension!different! feature! (sDdF),!and!different!dimension! (dD).!The! fixation!point!
remained!on!screen!from!the!beginning!of!the!trial!until!a!response!key!was!pressed.!
Each!display!item,!whether!target!or!distractor,!comprised!a!grating!composed!of!four!
bars,! oriented! either! horizontally! or! vertically! (bar! thickness! 0.4°).! The! task! was! to!
report! the! orientation! of! the! grating! inside! the! target! item,! giving! two! possible!
response"defining!feature!sequences:!same!response!(sR)!or!different!response!(dR).!
The!use!of!such!a!“compound!task”!(Duncan,!1985)!allowed!us!to!dissociate!between!





G! on! a! German! keyboard).! Response! keys! and! block! order! were! counterbalanced!
across! participants.! Participants! were! instructed! to! keep! central! eye! fixation! and!
avoid!unnecessary!movements!during!blocks.!!
Before! the! main! experiment,! participants! completed! two! training! blocks! in! which!
error! feedback! was! given! onscreen! after! each! trial.! During! the! main! experiment,!
participants!were!informed!after!each!block!about!their!error!rate!and!mean!reaction!




Products,! Munich,! Germany)! and! a! figure"of"eight! coil! (outer! winding! diameter! 95!
mm).! TMS! pulses!were! delivered!with! a! frequency! of! 10!Hz! in! trains! of! five! pulses!
lasting!400!ms!at!110%!active!motor!threshold,!with!the!handle!pointing!downwards.!
The! minimum! inter"train! interval! was! 3200!ms.! There! were! three! types! of! blocks:!
rANG!TMS,!Control!TMS,!and!noTMS.!TMS!sites!were!marked!on!each!participant’s!3T!
structural! MRI! scan! using! infrared! stereotactic! registration! (Brainsight,! Rogue!








starts! at! the! medial! end! of! the! ascending! limb! of! the! superior! temporal! sulcus,!














CP6,! P7,! P3,! Pz,! CPz,! P8,! PO7,! POz,! PO8,! O1,! Oz,! O2,! FC1,! F9,! F10,! FC2.! For! vEOG!




The! first! trial! of! each! block! and! trials! with! reaction! times! longer! than! 1000!ms! or!
shorter! than! 200! ms! were! removed! from! both! behavioural! and! ERP! analyses.!
Participants! were! additionally! excluded! from! the! analyses! if! overall! reaction! times!
were! more! than! two! standard! deviations! slower! than! the! population! mean! (1!
participant!excluded)!or!if!excessive!eye!movements!in!the!EEG!recording!led!to!less!
than!40! trials!per! condition! (5!participants!excluded).!13!participants! (mean!age!26!
years,!9!women)!passed!these!criteria.!!
EEG! data! was! analysed! using! BrainVision! Analyser! (version! 2.0,! Brain! Products,!
Munich,! Germany).! Prior! to! epoching! the! EEG,! we! performed! an! independent!
component! analysis! (ICA),! as! implemented! in! the! BrainVision! Analyser! software,! to!
eliminate! blinks! and! horizontal! eye! movements! from! the! EEG.! Additionally,! after!
!!
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epoching,! trials!with! signals! exceeding!±60!μV!on!any! channel!were!excluded.!Data!
were!filtered!with!a!low"pass!filter!(40!Hz,!24!dB),!a!high"pass!filter!(0.01!Hz,!24!dB),!
and!a!notch!50"Hz!filter.!The!EEG!was!averaged!starting!200!ms!before!the!onset!of!
the! visual! display,! until! 500! ms! after! visual! display! offset.! As! we! were! particularly!
interested!in!alterations!of!early!sensory!processing,!we!focused!our!analyses!on!the!
P1! and!N1! components! (Luck,!Woodman,!&!Vogel,! 2000).! These! components!were!
analysed!at!electrode!position!PO8,!where!the!waveforms!were!most!prominent.!The!
baseline! was! corrected! based! on! the! 200"ms! prestimulus! time! window.! The!
amplitude!of! the! P1! component!was! calculated! as! the!most! positive! voltage! in! the!
time!window!80–140!ms!post! stimulus!onset.! The! amplitude!of! the!N1! component!
was! calculated! as! the!most! negative! voltage! in! the! time!window! 110–170!ms! post!
stimulus!onset.!We!then!analysed!the!mean!amplitude!of!the!time!bin!±10!ms!around!





For! reaction! time! (RT)! analysis,! we! conducted! a! repeated"measures! ANOVA! with!
factors:!Dimension!Sequence!(i.e.,!repetition!or!switch!of!the!dimension!of!the!target"
defining!feature:!either!same!Dimension!and!same!Feature!(sDsF)!as!on!the!previous!





of! dimension! and,! respectively,! response! expedited! RTs! (main! effects:! F’s>12.5,!
p’s<0.003;! t"tests:!p’s<0.006),! and! response! repetition! improved!RTs!only!when! the!
dimension!repeated,! independently!of!whether!the!target"defining!feature!repeated!
or! switched! (Dimension! x! Response! Sequence! interaction! F(2,24)=26.6,! p<0.003,!
paired! sR! vs.! dR! t"tests:! within! sDsF,! t(12)=5.0,! p<0.001,! within! sDdF,! t(12)=3.75,!
p=0.003,!within!dD:!p=0.7!).!
!
Figure! 9.! Behavioural! data.! rANG"TMS! made! performance! faster,! but! only! when! both! the! target"
defining!dimension!and!the!response"defining! feature!repeated!across!consecutive!trials.! In!addition,!
performance!was!faster!overall!for!same"response!(thick!line)!than!for!different"response!(dashed!line)!
trials,! though! this! effect! was! not! evident! when! the! target"defining! dimension! switched.! Error! bars!
represent!the!SEM.!
From! Figure! 9,! it! can! be! seen! that! inter"trial! rANG"TMS! acted! to! boost! the! normal!
performance! benefit! that! arises! when! both! the! target"defining! and! the! response"
relevant! feature! of! the! target! repeat.! This! observation! was! substantiated! by! the!






For!sDsF! trials,! the!TMS!x!Response!Sequence! interaction!was!due!to!TMS!affecting!
behaviour!only!when!the!response!repeated!(F(2,24)=4.56,!p=0.029),! i.e.:!rANG"TMS!






affecting! performance! only! on! different"response! trials! (F(2,24)=5.2,! p=0.014),!with!
rANG"TMS!giving! rise! to! slightly! (10!ms)! faster!RTs! compared! to!no"TMS! (t(12)=3.5,!
p=0.004);!no!other!comparisons!were!significant!(all!p’s>0.14).!!
The!lack!of!an!interaction!between!TMS!and!Response!Sequence!for!sDdF!trials!does!
not! necessarily! mean! that! the! behavioural! pattern! is! different! from! sDsF! trials!
(Nieuwenhuis,! Forstmann,! &! Wagenmakers,! 2011).! In! fact,! the! original! three"way!
interaction!vanishes!when!only!sDsF!and!sDdF!(but!not!dD)!trials!are!included!in!the!
ANOVA! (F(2,24)=2.165,! p=0.137).! This! suggests! that! feature! switches! (within! a!
repeated! dimension)! did! not! significantly! affect! the! behavioural! pattern.!
Furthermore,! when! looking! only! at! the! rANG! condition,! and! including! only! same"




differ! (t(12)="0.85,!p=0.17).! This!pattern! is! consistent!with! the!dimension"weighting!
account,! in! that! rANG"TMS! influenced! behaviour! when! the! critical! dimension!
repeated,! independently! of! whether! the! target"defining! feature! within! that!
dimension!repeated!or!switched.!!




The! visual! stimulus! array! evoked! the! classical! set! of! P1! and!N1! components,!which!
were!maximal!at!electrode!position!PO8!(Figure!10!shows!the!topography!for!the!N1!








sR! condition,! for! the! N1! component! in! the! time! bin! 140–160! ms! post! stimulus! onset,! showing! a!
posterior!negativity!that!was!enhanced!by!rANG"TMS.!
P1!
An! ANOVA! of! the! P1! amplitudes,! with! the! factors! TMS! (rANG,! Control,! no! TMS),!
Dimension!Sequence!(sDsF,!sDdF,!dD),!and!Response!Sequence!(sR,!dR)!revealed!only!








In!contrast,! the!N1!ANOVA!revealed! the!main!effects!of!Dimension!Sequence! to!be!
significant!(F(2,24)=49.78,!p<0.001)!and!TMS!(F(2,24)=27.02,!p<0.001),!as!well!as!the!
interactions! between! TMS! and! Dimension! Sequence! (F(4,48)=11.63,! p<0.001),! TMS!
and!Response! Sequence! (F(2,24)=5.8,! p=0.009),!Dimension! Sequence!and!Response!
Sequence! (F(2,24)=15.43,! p<0.001),! and! the! critical! interaction! between! TMS,!
Dimension! Sequence,! and! Response! Sequence! (F(4,48)=28.81,! p<0.001).! The! latter!
interaction!was! followed! up! by! two"way,!TMS! (rANG,! Control,! no"TMS)! x!Response!
Sequence!(sR,!dR)!ANOVAs!conducted!separately!for!sDsF,!sDdF,!and!dD!trials.!!
For!sDsF!trials,!this!ANOVA!revealed!the!TMS!x!Response!Sequence!interaction!to!be!
significant! (F(2,24)=34,! p<0.001),! driven! primarily! by! an! effect! of! TMS! on! same"
response! trials! (F(2,24)=9.23,! p=0.001),! on! which! rANG"TMS! led! to! a! larger! N1!
compared!to!both!the!Control!(t(12)="2.72,!p=0.018;!mean!difference:!"0.81!μV)!and!
the! no"TMS! condition! (t(12)="5.69,! p=<0.001;!mean! difference:! "1.23! μV).! Of! note,!
this!enhancement!of!the!N1!occurred!in!the!very!same!condition!in!which!rANG"TMS!
facilitated!behavioural!performance!(Figure!11,!Figure!12).!Although!there!was!also!an!










shading! (in! the! time! bin! 140"160!ms)! represents! the! area! of! interest! for! the! N1! analyses,! in! which!
rANG"TMS!elicited!a!more!negative!N1!compared! to! the!other! two!conditions,! suggesting!a!boost! in!
early!sensory!stages!of!stimulus!processing!in!the!sDsF"sR!condition.!!
For! sDdF! trials,! there! was! also! a! significant! TMS! x! Response! Sequence! interaction!
(F(2,24)=20.1,! p<0.001).! This! was! due! to! an! effect! of! TMS! in! the! same"response!
condition! (main! effect:! F(2,24)=51.4,! p<0.001),! in! which! the! N1! was! larger! after!
Control"TMS!than!no"TMS!(t(12)=4.7,!p=0.001;!mean!difference:!1.6!μV);!as!well!as!an!
effect! in! the! different"response! condition! (main! effect:! F(2,24)=7.72,! p=0.003),!
caused! by! rANG! TMS! reducing! the! N1! amplitude! compared! to! no"TMS! (t(12)=3.6,!
p=0.005;!mean! difference:! 0.7! μV).! Again,! this! complex! pattern! did! not! reflect! any!
effects!of!TMS!on!behaviour!and!is!thus!hard!to!interpret.!!
Finally,! for! dD! trials,! the! TMS! x! Response! Sequence! (F(2,24)=12,! p=0.005)!was! also!
significant,! due! to! a! main! effect! of! TMS! on! same"response! trials! (F(2,24)=21.14,!
p<0.001),! with! rANG"TMS! reducing! the! N1! amplitude! compared! to! the! Control!












search! task,! by! facilitating! performance! and! increasing! N1! amplitudes! on! trials!
characterized!by!a!complete!repeat!of!target"!and!response"defining!features.!These!
results! can! be! interpreted! within! a! theoretical! framework! in! which! perceptual!
selection! is! not! independent! of! response! selection,!where! the! rANG! plays! a! causal!
role! in! combining! sensorimotor! expectancies! that! facilitate! early! stages! of! visual!
processing!on!the!subsequent!trial.!!
Behaviourally,! rANG"TMS! improved! task! performance! when! the! dimension! of! the!
target"defining!features!repeated!across!trials,!in!either!the!presence!or!the!absence!
of! a! feature! switch! within! that! dimension.! This! supports! the! dimension! weighting!






contributes! to! a! long"standing! debate:! it! has! been! proposed! that! attentional!
modulation!(as!assessed!by!inter"trial!effects)!originates!at!the!visual!selection!stage!
(Maljkovic! &! Nakayama,! 2010)! –! but! that! account! cannot! explain! the! effects! of!
response! sequence! that! are! observed! in! the! compound! task! (Figure! 9,! (Müller! &!
Krummenacher,!2006a;!Töllner!et!al.,!2008)).!An!opposing!view! interprets! inter"trial!
effects! as! originating!only! at! the! response! selection! stage! (Cohen!&!Magen,! 1999),!
but!this!view!is!also!incomplete!by!not!explaining!how!the!target"defining!dimension!
can! play! a! role.! A! theoretical! reconciliation! of! the! two! views! (Müller! &!
Krummenacher,!2006a)!suggests!that!considering!attentional!selection!and!response!




the! processing! system! generates! an! expectancy! for! the! subsequent! association! (of!
the! form! “if! the! target! repeats,! the! response! will! also! repeat”),! and! any! partial!
departure!from!that!expectation!creates!costs.!These!so"called!partial!repetition!costs!
have! been! explained! within! various! theoretical! frameworks,! notably,! that! of!
‘combined! expectancies’! (Kingstone,! 1992)! and,! respectively,! the! (common"coding)!
Theory!of!Event!Coding!(Memelink!&!Hommel,!2013),!which!describe!the!priming!by!
action! representations! of! task"relevant! features! on! successive! trials.! These! are!
!!
73!
compatible! with! our! finding! that! TMS! affects! stimulus! processing! only! on! trials!
characterized! by! a! combination! of! stimulus"! (perception)! and! response"! (action)!
defining!properties.!!
Recent!work!has! started! to!explore! the!mechanism!by!which!action! intentions!may!
modulate!perceptual!processing!(Memelink!&!Hommel,!2013),!with!some!recent!ERP!
evidence!for!modulation!of!pre"selective!processes! (Wykowska!&!Schubö,!2012).!By!





2000),! is! modulated! by! spatial! attention,! showing! a! larger! amplitude! for! attended!
stimuli! (Luck,! Heinze,!Mangun,! &! Hillyard,! 1990),! and! is! sensitive! to! action"related!
information,! being! larger! for! appropriately! versus! inappropriately! grasped! objects!
(Humphreys!et!al.,!2010).!Here,!the!N1!amplitude!was!larger!when!performance!was!
enhanced! through! rANG"TMS.! This! suggests! one!potential! route! through!which! the!
brain! creates! predictions! (combined! expectancies)! of! upcoming! stimuli! based! on!
perceptual! and! response! history,! with! the! rANG! representing! the! combined!
expectancies! which! then! take! effect! on! early! preattentive! visual! processing.! Our!
results,!showing!a!causal! role!of! the!rANG! in! facilitating!performance! in!a!reference!
frame! defined! not! only! by! the! perceptual! but! also! response"related! aspects! of! the!
target!stimulus,!supports!the!visuomotor!hypothesis!of!rANG!(Ellison!et!al.,!2003).!We!





which! affects! performance! on! subsequent! trials! by! influencing! early,! preselective!
stages!in!the!analysis!of!stimulus!features.!
Our! pattern! of! results! fits! well! the! growing! literature! of! cognitive! enhancement!
effects!of!TMS!(Luber!&!Lisanby,!2014;!McKinley!et!al.,!2012).!Although!TMS!has!been!
compared! to!a! “virtual! lesion”,! it! is! increasingly!used!as!a! tool! to!modulate! cortical!
dynamics! (Ruff,! Driver,! &! Bestmann,! 2009).! Stimulation! of! the! same! area! can!




can!be! varied! independently.! In! a! flanker! task! dissociating!between!perceptual! and!
response! conflict,! parietal! TMS! increased! perceptual! conflict! but! also! reduced!
response! conflict! (Soutschek! et! al.,! 2013)! in! a! manner! consistent! with! models!
according!to!which!perceptual!and!response!selection!processes!can!be!performed!in!
parallel! (Hübner,! Steinhauser,! &! Lehle,! 2010).! Additionally,! the! timing! of! the! TMS!
pulses! and! the! type! of! search! employed! may! be! critical:! while! PPC"TMS! applied!





To! conclude,! our! results! indicate! that! the! rANG! is! a! key! structure! in! the!
representation!of!combined!expectancies,!and!that!TMS!applied!to!this!area!can!bias!
the! attentional! system! according! to! both! perceptual! and! response"relevant! prior!
history,!resulting!in!facilitation!through!an!enhancement!of!early!stimulus!processing.!









the! PCN,! sLRP! and! rLRP,! which! have! been! found! to! vary! depending! on! different!
dimensional! and! response! priming! conditions! in! visual! search! in! previous! studies!
(Töllner!et!al.,!2008).!!
METHODS!
Preprocessing! of! the! EEG! data! was! identical! to! the! one! reported! in! the! Methods!
section!of!the!manuscript.!
For!the!PCN!analyses,!the!EEG!was!averaged!starting!200!ms!before!the!onset!of!the!
visual! display,! until! 600! ms! after! visual! display! onset.! The! baseline! was! corrected!
relying! on! the! 200! ms! pre! stimulus.! A! 30! Hz! low"pass! filter! was! applied! on! the!
averaged!data.! The! PCN!was! calculated! as! a! double! subtraction! of! contralateral! (in!
respect! to! the! visual! stimulus! position)! and! ipsilateral! signal! of! the! electrodes!
PO7/PO8.! The! amplitude! of! the! PCN! component! was! calculated! as! the! minimum!
voltage! in! the! time! window! 150"350!ms! post"stimulus! onset.! ! For! all! the! ANOVAs!








signal! of! the! electrodes! C3/C4.! Before! calculating! latencies! and! amplitudes,! we!
filtered! the!data!with! a!4Hz! low"pass! filter.! ! The!amplitude!of! the! sLRP! component!
was!calculated!as!the!minimum!voltage!in!the!time!window!250"700!ms!post"stimulus!
onset.! ! To! calculate! the! onset! latencies! of! the! sLRP,! we! employed! the! jackknifing!
method!(Ulrich!&!Miller,!2001),!in!which!the!LRP!latency!is!considered!as!the!point!in!
which! the! signal! reaches! a! certain! percentage! of! the! maximum! amplitude.! Before!
calculating! latencies,!we! filtered! the! data!with! a! 4Hz! low"pass! filter.! For! sLRPs,!we!
used! the!point! in! time! in!which! the!double"subtracted!average! reaches!50%!of! the!







to! the!manual!hand!response)!and! ipsilateral! signal!of! the!electrodes!C3/C4.!Before!















Figure! 13:! PCN! (posterior! contralateral! negativity)! voltage! depending! on! experimental! conditions.!
Panels! represent! response! priming,! while! the! dimension! is! represented! on! the! x! axis! (sDsF! =! same!
Dimension,! same! Feature;! sDdF! =! same! Dimension,! different! Feature;! dD! =! different! Dimension).!
Different!shades!of!grey!represent!the!TMS!condition.!Error!bars!represent!the!standard!error!of!the!
mean!(SEM)!







We! also! analysed! only! noTMS! data,! in! order! to! investigate! dimensional"! and!
response"!effects!independent!of!TMS!stimulation.!The!two"way!ANOVA!with!factors!
Dimension! (sDsF,! sDdF,! dD)! and! Response! Priming! (same,! different)! showed! no!
significant!main!effects!or!interactions!(All!Fs<1.5,!all!ps>0.25).!
SLRP!











We! run! a! repeated"measures! 3"way! ANOVA! on! the! data,! with! factors! being!
Dimension! (including! 3! levels:! sDsF,! sDdF,! dD),! TMS! (including! 3! levels:! noTMS,!
Control! and! rANG)! and! Response! Priming! (including! 2! levels:! same! response! or!
different!response).!!
We!observed! a!main! effect! of! Response!Priming! (F(1,12)=17,! p<0.001),! ! a!marginal!
main! effect! of!Dimension! (F(2,24)=3,28,! p=0.055),!while! the! effect! of! TMS!was! not!
significant! (F(2,24)=2.6,! p=0.1).! No! two"way! or! three"way! interaction! reached!
significance!(All!Fs<1.6,!all!ps>0.23).!
We! then! investigated! the! main! effect! of! Response! Priming;! Figure! 15! shows! the!
difference! between! same! and! different! response! sLRP! amplitude.! A! t"test! showed!
that! the! difference! was! significant,! with! same! response! sLRPs! having! a! smaller!
amplitude! than! different! response! sLRPs! (t(12)="4.656,! p=0.0005.! Mean! of! the!
differences:!0.44!μV).!
!
Figure! 15:! sLRP! (stimulus"locked! response!
potential)!voltage!(on!the!y"axis)!depending!on!
response! priming(on! the! x"axis).! Error! bars!

















Including! only! the! noTMS! data,! we! ran! a! two"way! ANOVA! with! factors! Dimension!












Figure! 17:! sLRP! (stimulus"locked! response! potential)! latency! depending! on! experimental! conditions.!
Panels! represent! response! priming,! while! the! dimension! is! represented! on! the! x! axis! (sDsF! =! same!
Dimension,! same! Feature;! sDdF! =! same! Dimension,! different! Feature;! dD! =! different! Dimension).!
Different!shades!of!grey!represent!the!TMS!condition.!Error!bars!represent!the!standard!error!of!the!
mean!(SEM)!
We! run! a! repeated"measures! 3"way! ANOVA! on! the! data,! with! factors! being!
Dimension! (including! 3! levels:! sDsF,! sDdF,! dD),! TMS! (including! 3! levels:! noTMS,!
Control! and! rANG)! and! Response! Priming! (including! 2! levels:! same! response! or!
different!response).!!
F!values!were!corrected;!as!jackknifing!reduces!variance!in!the!data!(Ulrich!&!Miller,!
























A! t"test! showed! that! the! difference! was! significant,! with! same! response! priming!





Figure! 19:! rLRP! (response"locked! response!
potential)! voltage! depending! on! response!
priming.! Error! bars! represent! the! standard!
error!of!the!mean!(SEM)!
NO"TMS!AMPLITUDE!
We! then! ran! a! two"way! ANOVA! with! factors! Dimension! (sDsF,! sDdF,! dD)! and!












Figure!20:! ! rLRP!(response"locked!response!potential)! latency!depending!on!experimental!conditions.!
Panels! represent! response! priming,! while! the! dimension! is! represented! on! the! x! axis! (sDsF! =! same!
Dimension,! same! Feature;! sDdF! =! same! Dimension,! different! Feature;! dD! =! different! Dimension).!
Different!shades!of!grey!represent!the!TMS!condition.!Error!bars!represent!the!standard!error!of!the!
mean!(SEM)!
We! run! a! repeated"measures! 3"way! ANOVA! on! the! data,! with! factors! being!
Dimension!(sDsF,!sDdF,!dD),!TMS!(noTMS,!Control!and!rANG)!and!Response!Priming!
(same!response!or!different!response).!!





The! additional! analyses! included! lateralized! components! known! to! be! affected! by!
dimensional! or! response!manipulations! in! visual! search! (Töllner! et! al.,! 2008);! PCN,!
sLRP,!and!rLRP.!
We!did!not!observe!any!dimensional!or!response!effect!on!the!PCN,!while!it!has!been!
reported! that! PCNs! for!Different!Dimension! trials! elicit! smaller! amplitude!PCN! than!











Our! data! also! showed!a! lack! of! interaction!between! lateralized! response!potentials!
and!TMS;! in!particular! the! lack!of!TMS!effect! in! the!PCN,!a!component! traditionally!




trials! in! which! both! stimulus"! and! response"! defining! characteristics! remained! the!
same,! was! location"independent.! Therefore,! a! lateralized! component! subtracting!
contralateral! and! ipsilateral! responses! to! a! visual! stimulus! is! not! the! ideal! tool! to!
reflect! a! location"independent! effect.! As! a! matter! of! fact,! the! only! component!
affected!by!TMS!as!well!as!by!response"!and!stimulus"!defining!characteristics!was!the!
N1,!at!electrode!position!PO8!regardless!of!stimulus!position!in!the!visual!display.!
Taken! together,! the! results! shown! in! the!manuscript! and! the! additional! lateralized!



















example,! the! amplitude! or! latency! of! specific! visual! ERP! components! might! be!




has! been! observed! that! stimuli! appearing! at! attended! location! generate! higher"





Although! traditional! ERP! studies! can! be! helpful! to! study! reorienting! of! attention!
elicited! by! cues,! specific! cue"related! potentials! have! been! developed;! the! most!
common! are! the! ADAN! and! the! LDAP.! The! Anterior! Directing! Attention! Negativity!
(ADAN)! is! present! 300"500! ms! post! cue! onset,! and! is! calculated! as! a! lateralized!
potential! from!electrode!position!FC5!and!FC6! (Eimer,!Velzen,!&!Driver,!2002).!This!
component! is! thought! to! reflect! frontal! attentional! control! activity.! Recently!








The! idea! that! attention! is! generated! by! a! network! of! cortical! and! subcortical! brain!
areas! owes! much! to! studies! of! neglect:! patients! with! lesions! disconnecting! the!
parietal! from!the!frontal!cortex!exhibit!neglect! in!the!absence!of!visual! field!defects!
(Doricchi!&!Tomaiuolo,!2003).!
Cue"induced!attentional!orienting!has!been!employed!as!a!paradigm!in!combination!
with! various! methods! (fMRI,! PET,! and! cell! recording)! to! investigate! the! neural!












it! is! not! attended,! referred! to! as! a!baseline! shift.! This! has! been! observed! in!many!
visual! areas! (V1,! V2,! V4)! as! well! as! motion! perception! areas! (MT)! (Kastner! &!
Ungerleider,! 2000).! ! It! has!also!been!observed! that! attention! increase! synchrony! in!
neuronal! firing! rate! for! attended! areas;! that! this! increase! in! synchrony! might!
represent! a! facilitation! of! communication! between! attentionally"relevant! areas!
(Peelen!&!Kastner,!2014).!
Concerning! the! distinction! between! endogenous! and! exogenous! attention,!
electrophysiological!studies!in!macaque!monkeys!supported!the!behavioural!and!EEG!
findings,! distinguishing! between! a! faster! (exogenous)! and! a! slower! (endogenous)!
attentional!system.!While!monkeys!were!performing!a!double"cueing!task!(with!a!first!




Covert! attention! (generated! endogenously)! has! been! shown! to! “shrink”! the! size! of!
receptive! fields! of! neurons,! therefore! increasing! resolution! at! the! attended! side!
(Anton"Erxleben,!Stephan,!&!Treue,!2009).!!





Neuroimaging! studies! have! shown! a! variety! of! areas! to! be! involved! in! attentional!
tasks,!including!frontal,!parietal!and!occipital!regions!(Green!&!McDonald,!2008).!!
One!of!the!earliest!PET!studies!of!attention!(Corbetta,!Miezin,!Shulman,!&!Petersen,!
1993)! employed! a! variety! of! tasks! requiring! attention! (endogenous! cueing! and!
discrimination! tasks)! and! observed! activations! of! a! network! of! areas! including!
substructures! in! the!PPC,! the!FEF!and!MFC.! Interestingly,! these!are! the! same!areas!
that!are!damaged!in!neglect!patients!(Mesulam,!1999).!
Frontal,! parietal! and! occipital! areas! all! take! part! in! the! allocation! of! attention.!
Interestingly,! attention! has! been! shown! to! also! affect! areas! that! have! been!






attention! tasks,! from! sensory! to! associative,! and! models! have! been! proposed! to!
explain! attentional! control! through! these! area.! Experimentally,! the! timing! of! the!
activation!of!all! the!various!areas!has!also!been!studied!(Green!&!McDonald,!2008).!
Using! beamforming! analyses,! the! sources! of! low"frequency! brain! waves! associated!
with!attention!have!been! reconstructed,!and! it!has!been!observed! that! the!parietal!
cortex!is!the!first!structure!to!be!activated!after!a!cue!is!presented;!the!frontal!cortex!





after! a! stimulus! is! perceived,! it! is! relevant! to! question! at! which! stage! does!
consciousness!emerge.!
It! is! difficult! to! conclusively! say! that! a! brain! area! or! a! process!measured!with! EEG!
represents! a! correlate! of! consciousness;! there! are! in! fact! other! mechanisms! that!
occur! in! close! proximity! to! consciousness,! even! though! they! do! not! reflect!









Even! though! they! observed! early,! subliminal! effects! reflecting! stimulus! processing,!
they!suggested!that!consciousness!“happens”!later!(around!270!ms!post!stimulus).!
This! view! of! consciousness! as! the! fruit! of! several! subliminal! steps! of! stimulus!
processing,! and! arising! through! recurrent! activity! of! higher! order! areas! has! been!
proposed! by! Lamme! on! the! basis! of! several! visual! neurosciences! experiments!
employing! paradigms! like! figure"ground! discrimination! (Lamme,! 2006);! he! argued!




Several! studies! have! suggested! that! endogenous! cueing! changes! the! excitability! of!








body! could! be! observed! The! minimum! TMS! intensity! necessary! to! observe! a!
detectable!movement!(or!electromyogram)!has!been!called!motor!threshold.!!
When! TMS! is! not! applied! to! the! occipital! or! motor! cortex,! and! therefore! no!
behavioural! output! or! inner! report! can! be! produced,! it! still! induces! effects! e.g.! a!
differential!EEG!response!when!ipsilateral!and!contralateral!electrodes!are!compared!
(Komssi,!Aronen,!Huttunen,!&!Kesäniemi,!2002).!The!EEG!response!to!the!TMS!pulse!
is! called!a!TMS"evoked!potential! (TEP),!and! it! reflects! the! spread!of!activation! from!
the!particular!site!of!stimulation!to! the! interconnected!regions,!and! is!an! important!
index!of!cortex!activation.!This!spreading!from!the!TMS!active!site!to!other!areas!has!





Pascual"Leone,! 2005).! A! phosphene! is! an! illusory! perceived! flash! of! light! (Walsh! &!
Cowey,!1998).!The!position!of!the!reported!phosphenes!changes!proportionately!with!
the! location! of! the! coil! on! the! participant’s! scalp! in! a!manner! compatible!with! the!
cortical!magnification!factor!(Kammer,!1998).!!











areas! like! MT/V5,! can! generate! the! perception! of! moving! phosphenes! (Stewart,!
Battelli,!&!Walsh,!1999).!Earlier!studies!(Marg!&!Rudiak,!1994)!investigated!the!more!
phenomenological! aspects! of! phosphene! perception,! showing! a! wide! variety! of!
shapes! and! locations! described! by! participants! (see! also! the! section! Phosphene!
perception!in!the!Methods!of!Experiment!1!and!Experiment!2)!.!
One! issue! that! may! have! prevented! phosphene! thresholds! from! becoming! as!
widespread! as! motor! thresholds! in! the! past! is! that! their! measurement! relies! on!
participant’s! reports,! meaning! they! are! an! indirect! measure! of! cortical! excitability.!
Recently,! the! combination!of!TMS!and!EEG!has!allowed! the!ERP"characterization!of!
the!phosphene!evoked!potential!(Taylor,!Walsh,!&!Eimer,!2010).!By!applying!TMS!to!
the!occipital!cortex,!and!instructing!participants!to!report!the!presence!or!absence!of!













the! nature! of! phosphenes,! about! their! early! or! late! nature.! The! early! hypothesis!
suggests! that! phosphenes! are! generated! through! a!mechanism! akin! to! the! one! of!
TMS!over! the!primary!motor!cortex! (Hess,!Mills,!&!Murray,!1987);!accordingly! their!
effect! on! the! EEG! should! be! very! early! and! topographically! localized.! The! late!
hypothesis! instead! starts! from! the! observation! that! recurrent! processing! is! a!
necessary! prerequisite! for! visual! perception,! and! that! consequently! such! processes!
must!be!present! for!phosphenes! to!be!perceived! (Pascual"Leone!&!Walsh,!2001).! It!
would! therefore!predict!a! late!effect!on! the!EEG,!and!a!more!distributed!activation!
!!
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across! different! cortical! regions.! The! effects! observed! by! Taylor! et! al.! (2010)! are!
compatible!with!the!late!hypothesis.!
The! identification! of! a! phosphene"evoked! potential! opened! the! possibility! for!




visual! scotomas! induced! by! TMS! over! the! occipital! lobe! has! been! investigated!
(Kammer,! 1998):! it! was! observed! that! when! a! phosphene! is! perceived,! detection!
threshold! for! stimuli!presented!at! the! same! location! is! also! increased.!The! study!of!
visual! stimuli! masking! with! TMS! has! shown! that! many! different! effects! can! be!
generated! at! different! times,! contributing! in! understanding! the! timeline! of! visual!
perception!(de!Graaf,!Koivisto,!Jacobs,!&!Sack,!2014).!!Phosphenes!can!also!be!used!to!
“unmask”! visual! stimuli;! when! the! TMS! pulse! is! administered! shortly! after! a! visual!
stimulus! followed!by!a!mask,! the!mask! is! suppressed!hence!enhancing! the!stimulus!
detection! (Amassian! et! al.,! 1993).! The! interaction! between! visual! stimuli! and!
phosphenes!has!been! investigated!with!a!combination!of!TMS!and!EEG;! it!has!been!
shown! that! TMS! affects! the! visual! evoked! potentials! of! visual! stimuli! in! a! manner!
which! is! dependent! on! the! intensity! of! the! pulse! (Reichenbach,! Whittingstall,! &!






Covert! attention! through! endogenous! cueing! has! been! investigated! with! TMS!
(Bestmann,! Ruff,! Blakemore,! Driver,! &! Thilo,! 2007).! Participants! were! required! to!
perform!a!visual!detection!task!on!a!visual!stimulus!that!was!present!only!on!part!of!
the! total! amount! of! trials.! In! the! remaining! trials,! participants! had! to! move! their!
attention,! and! a! TMS! pulse! over! the! occipital! cortex! was! administered! instead,! at!
varying!intensity.!Participants!had!to!respond!verbally!whether!they!saw!a!phosphene!
or!not.!!
Thus,! it!was!possible! to! compare! the!TMS! intensity! for! attended!and!non"attended!
locations! and,! given! that! phosphenes! are! an! index! of! visual! cortical! excitability!
(Stewart! et! al.,! 2001),! it! was! possible! to! critically! assess! the! hypothesis! that!
excitability! increases!for!attended!vs.!non!attended!stimuli.! Indeed,!they!observed!a!
lower!phosphene! threshold! for!attended!stimuli.! In!a! control!experiment,! the! same!
was!observed!for!sustained!attention!throughout!a!block.!
This! experiment,! however,! could! only! prove! that! spatial! attention! affects! cortical!
excitability! indirectly,! through!participants’! verbal! reports.! Combining! TMS!and! EEG!
can! allow! researchers! to! identify! the! crucial! timing! in! which! the! facilitation! is!







In! the! present! studies,! we! aim! at! studying! cortical! excitability! changes! caused! by!
endogenous!cueing!employing!a!combination!of!TMS!and!EEG.!
The! aim! of! the! first! study! is! to! investigate! whether! covert! endogenous! visual!
attention! can! modulate! the! excitability! of! early! visual! cortical! areas.! We! utilised!
central! cues! in! the! shape! of! arrows,! with! a! validity! of! 80%,! pointing! to! lateralised!
visual! stimuli,! appearing! on! only! 33%! of! the! trials.! This! paradigm! allowed! us! to!
manipulate! participant’s! spatial! attention,! while! probing! their! right! occipital! cortex!





placed! over! a! non"phosphene! generating! area,! see! Figure! 25),! and! Orthogonal! (in!
which! the! coil! was! placed! over! the! phosphene! generating! area! but! flipped! of! 90!
degrees!and!with!the!handle!pointing!downward!so!that!only!the!side!rim!of!the!coil!
would!touch!the!head!of!the!participant,!and!the!magnetic!field!created!by!the!TMS!
pulse! would! flow! parallel! to! the! head).! The! presence! of! three! separate! TMS!
conditions! was! necessary! given! the! variety! of! neural! as! well! as! non"neural! effects!





The! aim! of! the! second! study! is! to! investigate! the! interaction! between! covert!
endogenous! visual! attention! and! cortical! excitability! while! employing! TMS! at!
phosphene!threshold! intensity.!This!allowed!us!to! investigate!allocation!of!attention!
and! phosphene! perception! both! separately! and! together,! thus! being! able! to!
investigate! the! effects! of! attention! and! perception! on! the! TMS"evoked! potential.!
Furthermore,! in!this!study,!we!employed!a!longer!cue"TMS!interval:! !this!allowed!us!
to! investigate! the! cue"locked! potential! in! a! bigger! time! frame,! and! to! perform!
frequency!analyses!in!the!cue"stimulus!interval.!We!expected!to!observe!a!main!effect!
(or!multiple!main! effects)! of! phosphene,! replicating! published! results! (Taylor! et! al.,!











Fifteen!healthy! right"handed!paid!volunteers! (mean!age!28±0.67!years,!12! females)!
with! normal! or! corrected! to! normal! vision! participated! in! the! present! experiment.!
Participants! gave! informed! consent! in! accordance! with! the! Ludwig"Maximilians!




monitor.! A! chinrest! was! employed! to! restrict! movements;! participants! were!
instructed!to!perform!unnecessary!movements!only!between!blocks,!and!to!blink!only!







computer! monitor! at! 1,024! x! 768! pixels! resolution! with! a! refresh! rate! of! 75Hz!
(monitor!model!21P4,!made!by!Fujitsu!Siemens).!!
Before! beginning! the! experiment,! participants’ motor! and! phosphene! thresholds!
were! measured.! Only! participants! that! were! able! to! reliably! perceive! phosphenes!
were! included! in! the! experiment.! A! sigmoidal! function!was! fitted! to! the!measured!
responses,!and! the! stimulator!output! intensity!of!50%! ‘yes’! responses!was! taken!as!
the!motor! threshold.! At! least! 30! trials! or! 8! reversals!were! considered! sufficient! to!
terminate!the!thresholding!algorithm.!Phosphene!thresholds!were!measured!with!the!
participant! fixating!on!a! central!point!on! the!blank! screen! (with! same! luminance!of!
the!one!used!in!the!experiment).!TMS!pulses!were!applied!to!the!right!hemisphere,!to!
the! site! that! elicited! the! strongest! visual! phosphene! in! the! left! hemifield! (with!
lateralization! compatible! to! the! position! of! the! placeholders! on! the! screen).! The!
phosphene!threshold!was!identified!with!the!same!algorithm!as!the!motor!threshold.!
After! the!phosphene! threshold!was! identified,! participants!were! asked! to! draw! the!
shape! of! the! phosphene! they! saw! using! an! image! processing! software! (Paint! for!
Windows).! They! were! also! asked! to! fill! a! brief! questionnaire! regarding! the! shape,!
colour,! texture! and! other! characteristics! of! the! phosphene.! The! qualitative! data!
regarding!phosphenes!is!presented!in!the!next!section.!
Participants! then!performed! a! training! block! (without! TMS),! for! a! total! of! 60! trials.!









on! a! grey! screen! (23! cd/m2).! The! fixation! cross! was! presented! along! with! two!
placeholders! in! the! shape! of! symmetrically! lateralised! square! frames,! whose!
coordinates!were!matched!on!the!position!of! the!perceived!phosphene,!so!that! the!
left!placeholder!overlapped!with!the!position!of!the!phosphene!when!the!participant!
fixated! in! the! centre.! ! After! 800! ms,! a! cue! in! the! shape! of! a! white! arrow! was!






they see it. At least 100 trials or 20 reversals of the staircase algorithm were considered sufficient to 
terminate the thresholding procedure. The information about location was used to position 
placeholders during the rest of the experiment. 
After threshold measures, the participant was trained on the behavioural task until its performance 
reached below 30% of errors, and until the effect of cue validity was bigger than 50 ms. After 
training, each participant underwent a total of 15 experimental blocks, each consisting of 60 trials. 
The structure of the trial is reported in Figure 1; while training was constituted only by visual 
stimuli present trials, in the real experiment visual stimuli could be both present and absent. 
 
Figure 1: structure of individual trials. Top panel: time line of visual stimuli present trials. Bottom panel: time line of 




a! 3x3! checkerboard,! remaining! onscreen! 100! ms.! Participants! were! instructed! to!
respond!as!fast!and!as!accurate!as!possible!discriminating!whether!the!checkerboard!
had! a! black! centre!or! a!white! one.! ! Response! keys!were! adjacent! on! the! keyboard!
(keys!M!and!N!on!a!German!keyboard),!and!subjects!were! instructed!to!press!them!
with! the! index! and! middle! finger! of! their! right! hand.! The! stimulus"response! key!
combination! was! counterbalanced! across! subjects.! ! After! 1500ms! from! stimulus!
onset,!whether!or!not!subjects!responded,!error!feedback!was!given!in!the!shape!of!
written!text!in!the!centre!of!the!screen.!Afterwards,!a!question!mark!was!presented!in!
the! centre! the! screen,! prompting! participants! to! report! whether! or! not! they!
perceived!a!phosphene.!Response!keys!were!adjacent!on!the!keyboard!(keys!Y!and!X!
on! a! German! keyboard),! and! participants! were! instructed! to! press! them! with! the!
index!and!middle!finger!of!their!left!hand.!The!phosphene"response!key!combination!
was! counterbalanced! across! subjects.! During! the! training! block! participants! were!
instructed! to! always! respond! with! the! “no” key! for! phosphenes,! as! no! TMS!
stimulation!took!place.!
After! the! end! of! the! training! block,! participants’ performance!was! showed! on! the!









stimulus! absent! trials,! after! cue! onset,! fixation! lasted! 2000! ms,! after! which! the!





!Figure! 23! summarizes! the! phosphene! characteristics! reported! by! participants!
concerning!colour!(left!panel)!and!shape!(right!panel).!
! !
Figure! 23.! Pie! charts! summarizing! the! colour! (left! panel)! and! shape! (right! panel)! characteristics!
reported! by! participants! to! describe! their! phosphene! experience.! The! numbers! inside! the! wedges!
represent! the! number! of! participants! choosing! the! option;! wedges! without! numbers! represent!
categories!chosen!by!only!one!participant.!
Concerning! colour,!most! phosphenes! did! not! have! one,! but!were! just! described! in!
terms!of! changes! in! luminance;!black,!grey!and!white!phosphenes!made!up!73%!of!
!!
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the! total! (11! participants).! Three! participants! described! their! phosphenes! as! being!
yellow,!in!a!manner!similar!to!artificial! light.!One!participant!could!not!point!out!the!
exact! colour! of! the! phosphenes,! and! described! it! to! be! transparent.! Concerning!
shape,! participants! reported! a! lot! of! diverse! experiences.! Circular! and! oval! shapes!
constituted!53%!of!the!total!(8!participants);!while!other!participants!reported!more!
uncommon! shapes,! like! rectangles! and! V"shaped! “slices”.! For! one! participant,!
phosphenes!were!not!characterised!by!colour,!but!only!by!a!change!in! luminance!in!
one! part! of! the! visual! field.! Figure! 24! summarizes! the! phosphene! characteristics!
reported!by!participants!concerning!motion!(left!panel)!and!texture!(right!panel).!
! !
Figure! 24.! Pie! charts! summarizing! the! motion! (left! panel)! and! texture! (right! panel)! characteristics!
reported! by! participants! to! describe! their! phosphene! experience.! The! numbers! inside! the! wedges!














the! scan! to! perform! coregistration! of! the! stimulated! areas! through! the! Brainsight!
software!(Rogue!Research!Inc.)!
The!images!were!processed!with!FSL!(FMRI!Software!Library,!Version!2.7.6)!using!the!






the! average! location! of! the! phosphene! eliciting! area! on! a! custom! structural"MRI!










In!Control! blocks,! the! coil!was!placed!with! an! identical! orientation! and! laterality! to!
Occipital! blocks,! but! the! location! was! 5! cm! caudal! to! the! hand! area,! stimulating!
therefore!the!right!parietal!cortex! (mean!MNI!coordinates:!x:!12;!y:! "47;!z:!78).!This!
was! chosen! as! a! control! site,! to! control! for! the! somatosensory! stimulation!
accompanying! the! TMS! pulse.! Participants! received! training! with! TMS! to! this! area!
prior! to! the! beginning! of! the! experiment,! to!make! sure! no! phosphenes! nor!motor!
!!
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twitches!were! elicited.! Figure! 25,! bottom!panel,! shows! the! average! location! of! the!
control!site.!
In!Orthogonal!blocks,!the!lateral!coil!rim!was!placed!on!the!phosphene"eliciting!area,!
but! the!coil! itself!was!oriented!perpendicularly! in! respect! to! the!head! (i.e.!with! the!



















For! each! subject,! trials!with! a! reaction! time! (RT)! less! than! 100!ms! or! greater! than!
1500!ms,!as!well!as!trials!containing!an!error,!were!removed!from!the!reaction!times!
analyses.!!In!ANOVAs,!the!Huynh"Feldt!correction!was!applied.!
EEG! data! was! re"referenced! offline! to! the! mean! of! the! left! and! right! earlobe!




rejection! was! applied! "! Trials! with! signals! exceeding! ± 80! µV! on! any! recording!
channel,!±30!µV!on!electrodes!F9!and!F10!(eye!movements)!or!!±60!µV!on!electrode!
Fpz! (blinks)!were!excluded! from! further! analyses!before!ERPs!were!averaged.!Once!
the! artefacts!were! removed,! the!data!was! filtered!with! a! low"pass! filter! (40!Hz,! 24!
dB),!a!high"pass! filter! (0.01!Hz,!24!dB),!and!a!notch! filter! (50!Hz).! In!all!epochs,! the!
baseline!was!corrected!based!on!the!100!ms!before!the!relevant!event!
For!the!cue"related!ERP!analyses,! the!EEG!was!averaged!starting!100!ms!before!the!
cue!onset!until!800!ms!after.! ! In!TMS"evoked!potential! (TEP)!analyses,!we!analysed!












Figure! 26.! Electrode! groups!
employed! in! the! TEP! analyses.!
The! left! parietal! group! was!
constituted! by! electrodes! P3!
and!PO7,!while!the!right!parietal!
group! was! constituted! by!
electrode!P4!and!PO8.!
For! all! EEG! analyses! (cue"! and! TMS"! locked)!we!made! sure! that! each! condition! for!
each!individual!participant!contained!at!least!40!trials!after!outlier!rejection,!in!order!
to! include! only! meaningful! and! stable! data.! Note! that! for! this! reason,! it! was! not!
possible! to! look! at! visual! stimulus! present! data,! in! which! more! than! half! of! the!
participants!(10!out!of!15)!did!not!pass!the!criterion.!
The!TEP!data!was!divided! into!different!time!bins;!70"140!ms,!180"240!ms,!240"280!
ms! and! 280"400!ms,! replicating! previously! published! data! (Taylor! et! al.,! 2010).! For!
each!bin,!the!mean!amplitude!was!analysed!by!means!of!a!2*3*2!repeated"measures!






We! performed! a! three! way! ANOVA! with! factors! Cue! Direction! (Left,! Right),! Cue!
Validity! (Valid,! Invalid),! and! TMS! (Occipital,! Control,! Orthogonal).! We! observed! a!
significant! main! effect! of! TMS! (F(2,28)=6.29,! p=0.006),! and! a! marginal! interaction!
between!Cue!Validity! and!Cue! Side! (F(1,14)=3.83,! p=0.07).!No!other!main! effect! or!
interaction!reached!significance!(All!F’s<2.6,!all!p’s>0.13).!
The!main! effect! of! TMS,! shown! in! Figure! 27,! was! given! by! the! Occipital! condition!
bearing!more! errors! than! both! Control! (t(14)=2.82,! p=0.014,!mean! difference:! 4%)!!
and! Orthogonal! (t(14)=4.13,! p=0.001,! mean! difference:! 8%).! Control! TMS! also!
produced! marginally! more! errors! than! Orthogonal! (t(14)=1.82,! p=0.08,! mean!






Figure! 27.! Error! proportion!





For! RTs,! we! analysed! the! data! identically! to! error! rates.!We! observed! a! significant!
main!effect!of!Cue!Validity! (F(1,14)=9.18,!p=0.009),!a!significant!main!effect!of!TMS!
(F(2,28)=14.4,! p<0.001)! and! a! significant! interaction!between!Cue!Validity! and! TMS!











Orthogonal! and! Occipital! did! not! differ! significantly! (t(14)=0.25,! p=0.8,! mean!
!!
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mean! difference:! 28! ms),! while! both! Orthogonal! (t(14)="2.06,! p=0.05,! mean!
difference:! 26! ms)! and! Occipital! (t(14)="4.93,! p<0.001,! mean! difference:! 60! ms)!
showed!validity!effects.!A!possible!explanation!could!be!that!Control!TMS!speeds!RTs,!




In! sum,! the! behavioural! analyses! showed! that! participants! were! orienting! their!
attention!as!instructed!(shown!by!the!presence!of!a!validity!effect!in!the!RTs).!We!also!
observed! that!Occipital!TMS!decreased!accuracy,!while!Control!TMS!decreased!RTs.!
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To! test! whether! the! ADAN! values! differed! from! zero! (i.e.! whether! the! ADAN! was!







divided! by! TMS! condition.! Error! bars!
represent!the!SEM!
We!also! tested!whether!TMS!would!affect! the!ADAN,!and!we! found! that! it!did!not.!
(F(2,28)=0.157,!p=0.85).!
LATE"DIRECTING!ATTENTION!POSITIVITY!(LDAP)!



































Figure! 33.! Mean! amplitude! of! the! LDAP!
(Late! Directing! Attention! Positivity)! 500"
700!ms!post!cue!onset.!Bars!represent!the!
SEM.!
The! cue"locked! analyses! show! that! the! type! of! cues! employed! in! the! present!
experiment! cued! attention,! as! shown! by! the! presence! of! the! attentional! related!
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further! investigated! by! separate! 2*2! repeated!measures! ANOVAs!with! factors! TMS!
(Occipital,!Orthogonal,!Control)!and!Cue! (Left,!Right)! for!each!electrode!group.! !The!
interaction!between!TMS!and!Cue!was!only!significant!for!the!Parietal!Right!electrode!
group! (F(2,28)=4.3,! p=0.023),!which!also! showed!a!main!effect!of!Cue! (F(1,14)=8.4,!
p=0.012),! and! a!main! effect! of! TMS! (F(2,28)=4.9,! p=0.02).! ! The! Parietal! Left! group!
showed! only! a!main! effect! of!TMS! (F(2,28)=4.8,! p<0.021),!with! no! other! effects! or!
interactions!reaching!significance!(All!F’s<2,!all!p’s>0.15).!!
The! interaction! between! TMS! and! Cue! within! the! Parietal! Right! electrode! group!













Figure! 35.! Left! panel:! TEP! amplitude!
depending! on! TMS! condition! and! cue!
direction! for! the! time! bin! 240"280! ms!
divided! by! electrode! group.! Right! panel:!





180"240,! 240"280! and! 280"400! (All! F’s>15,! all! p’s<0.001),! an! interaction! between!
Electrode!Group!and!TMS!for!the!time!bins!70"140,!180"240!and!240"280!(All!F’s>30,!
all!p’s<0.001)!and!a!Electrode!Group!by!Cue!interaction!for!time!bins70"140!and!240"
280! (All! F’s>20,! all! p’s<0.001).! The! latter! two! effects! suggest! that! that! the! two!
electrode!groups!are!performing!different!tasks!in!response!to!the!TMS!pulse!and!the!
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We! applied! sub"threshold! TMS! to! the! right! occipital! cortex,! while! participants!
performed! a! discrimination! task! on! rare! lateralized! stimuli.!We! observed! that! TMS!
modulated!the!excitability!of!the!underlying!cortex!differently!depending!on!cueing!in!





the! fact! that! Occipital! TMS! was! increasing! error! rates! could! be! interpreted! as!
disruption! of! visual! stimulus! perception.! This! finding! agrees! with! previous! studies!
reporting! that! TMS! applied! over! phosphene"generating! occipital! areas! decreases!
performance!(Kammer,!1998).!
TMS! affected! reaction! times! as! well;! the! control! condition! elicited! faster! reaction!
times.! ! This! effect!might! be! due! to! the! location! of! our! control! area! being! close! to!
higher! order!motor! areas,! or! to! arousal! effects! caused! by! TMS! (Marzi,!Mancini,! &!
Savazzi,! 2008).! The! speeding! effect! observed! after! Control! TMS! could! also! explain!
why!the!validity!effect!did!not!reach!significance!for!this!condition;!the!validity!effect!










right! in! the! time"window! 240"280!ms! post! TMS! pulse,! measurable! only! over! right!
parietal!electrodes.!This! finding!strongly!suggests! that!attention!affects! the!TEP!and!








that,! after! a! cue! is! presented,! neurons! containing! the! cued! area! in! their! receptive!
field!fire!at!a!higher!intensity!than!neurons!with!receptive!fields!outside!the!cued!area!
(Kastner! &! Ungerleider,! 2000).! It! has! also! been! found! using! neuroimaging,! that!
baseline!shifts!are!present!at!all!stages!of!visual!processing,!from!the!striate!cortex!to!




and! allows! for! causal! inferences! as! to! the! role! of! the! stimulated! area.! We! can!
therefore!conclude!that! the!TEP!resulting! from!stimulation!over! the!occipital!cortex!




speak! to! the!effects! of! cueing!on!excitability.! The!effect! of! spatial! attention!on! the!




however,! the! measure! of! cortical! excitability! was! relying! on! participant’s! verbal!
report;!thus!it!was!not!possible!to!look!at!sub"threshold!modulations!of!excitability.!In!
our! study,! instead,! the! use! of! the! TMS"evoked! potential! allowed! us! to! measure!
excitability! changes! that! are! completely! unknown! to! the!participant! (not! subject! to!
the! confound! of! perception),! as! well! as! pinpointing! the! specific! time! in! which! this!
change!of!excitability!becomes!measurable.!Our!results!agree!with!the!conclusion!of!
Bestmann! (2007),! that! spatial! attention! and! excitability! of! the! visual! cortex! are!
interrelated,! although! we! cannot! make! a! direct! causal! claim! that! spatial! attention!
changes!excitability;!we!can!also!add!that!this!effect!is!relatively!late!in!time!(starting!






&! Sauseng,! 2014).! Also,! employing! combined! TMS"EEG,! it! has! been! observed! that!
spontaneous! trial"by"trial! changes! in! α"band! power! predict! whether! participants!
would!later!perceive!a!phosphene!when!a!TMS!pulse!was!applied!(Romei!et!al.,!2008);!
it! has! also! been! shown! that! TMS! can! disrupt! this! anticipatory! pattern! of! α"activity!
(Sauseng,! 2011).! α"band! power! can! be! modulated! by! endogenous! cueing! (Foxe! &!
Snyder,! 2011).! These! findings! point! towards! a! relationship! between! cortical!
excitability! (measured! by! α"band! oscillations! and! probed! by! TMS)! and! attention!
(elicited! by! cueing).! Our! results! strengthen! this! link,! providing! another!measure! of!
cortical! excitability! (the! TMS"evoked! potential)! that! is! sensitive! to! cueing;! this!
measure! can! be! observed! after! the! TMS! pulse! and! its! timing! is! relevant! to! the!
underlying!processes!being!affected.!!




probe!of!brain!activity!but!changes! it,! this!could!equivalently!be! interpreted!as!TMS!
modulating! the! cueing! effect! caused!by! attention.! These! two!different! cause"effect!
relationships!in!the!data!set!also!correspond!to!two!equivalent!interpretations!of!TMS!






in! the! EEG! in! the! time!window!240"280!ms!post! TMS!pulse! between! left! and! right!
cues!for!right!parietal!electrodes.!This!pattern!of!results!agrees!with!previous!studies!


















Fifteen! healthy! right"handed! paid! volunteers! (mean! age! 25.1±3.7,! 7! females)! with!
normal! or! corrected! to! normal! vision! participated! in! the! present! experiment.!














interval! duration! (Figure! 36);! while! in! Experiment! 1! this! duration! was! jittered,! in!
Experiment!2!it!was!kept!constant!as!well!as!longer,!measuring!1300!ms.!Visual!stimuli!
were!presented!on! a! liquid! crystal! display! computer!monitor! at! 1680! x! 1050!pixels!
resolution! with! a! refresh! rate! of! 100Hz! (monitor! model:! SyncMaster! 2233RZ,!
Samsung).! Participants! performed! a! training! block! in! which! TMS! was! not! applied,!








1500! ms! from! stimulus! onset,! whether! or! not! subjects! responded,! feedback! was!
given!in!the!shape!of!written!text!in!the!centre!of!the!screen!indicating!whether!the!
participants! made! a! mistake.! Afterwards,! a! question! mark! was! presented! in! the!
centre!the!screen,!prompting!participants!to!respond!whether!or!not!they!perceived!a!
phosphene.! Response! keys! for! phosphene! reports! were! adjacent! on! the! keyboard!
(keys! Y! and!X! on! a!German! keyboard),! and! subjects!were! instructed! to! press! them!
with! the! index! and! middle! finger! of! their! left! hand.! During! the! training! block!
participants!were!instructed!to!always!respond!with!the!“no”key!for!phosphenes,!as!
no!TMS!stimulation!took!place.!!!














Participants!were! instructed! to! respond!as! fast!and!as!accurately!as!possible! to! the!




Figure! 37! summarizes! the! phosphene! characteristics! reported! by! participants!
concerning!colour!(left!panel)!and!shape!(right!panel).!
! !
Figure! 37.! Pie! charts! summarizing! the! colour! (left! panel)! and! shape! (right! panel)! characteristics!
reported! by! participants! to! describe! their! phosphene! experience.! The! numbers! inside! the! wedges!
represent! the! number! of! participants! choosing! the! option;! wedges! without! numbers! represent!
categories!chosen!by!only!one!participant.!
Similarly! to! what! observed! for! the! first! experiment,! most! participants! (9)! did! not!
ascribe!a! colour! to! the!phosphene,!but!only!described! it! as! a! change! in! luminance,!
!!
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Figure! 38.! Pie! charts! summarizing! the! motion! (left! panel)! and! texture! (right! panel)! characteristics!
reported! by! participants! to! describe! their! phosphene! experience.! The! numbers! inside! the! wedges!
represent! the! number! of! participants! choosing! the! option;! wedges! without! numbers! represent!
categories!chosen!by!only!one!participant.!
Subjective!phosphene!motion! reports!were!also!compatible!with!what! found! in! the!
















the! brain! scan! to! perform! coregistration! of! the! stimulated! areas! through! the!
Brainsight!software!(Rogue!Research!Inc.)!
The!images!were!processed!with!FSL!(FMRI!Software!Library,!Version!2.7.6)!using!the!
Brain!Extraction!Tool! (BET)! and!an!automated! tool! for! linear! intra"! and! inter"modal!


















Brain! Products,! Munich)! referenced! to! the! earlobes.! Electrode! positions! were!











of! each! block,! and! readjusted! if! necessary.! The! clock! of! the! EEG! amplifier! was!





RTs! and! Errors! were! analysed! by! way! of! a! 2x2x2! repeated"measures! ANOVA! with!











200!ms!before! cue!onset.! The!ADAN!was! calculated!as!a! lateralized! component! for!




before!TMS!pulse.!Data!was!also!pooled! into! four!electrode!groups:!a! right!parietal!
(including!electrodes!P4,! P6,! PO8),! a! central! parietal! (Cpz,! Cp1,! Cp2),! a! left! parietal!
(P3,!P5,!PO7)!and!an!occipital!one!(Oz,!O1,!O2).!Figure!40!shows!the!locations!of!the!
electrodes! belonging! to! different! groups.! The! electrodes! constituting! the! central!










For! all! EEG! analyses! (cue"! and! TMS"! locked)!we!made! sure! that! each! condition! for!
each!individual!participant!contained!at!least!40!trials!after!outliers!rejection,!in!order!









We! observed! a! marginal! interaction! between! Cue! Validity! and! Cue! Direction!
(F(1,11)=3.72,!p=0.08).!All!other!F’s<1.8,!all!p’s>0.2.! (Figure!41)!given!by!a!marginal!
difference! between! cue! valid! and! invalid! trials! only! after! right! cues! (t(14)="1.77,!
p=0.09,! mean! difference:! 6%),! but! not! for! left! cues! (t(14)=0.21,! p=0.84,! mean!
difference:! 0.08%).! This! interaction! could! be! due! to! TMS! capturing! attention!










The! validity! effect! (F(1,11)=19.1,! p=0.001)! ! (Figure! 28)! was! given! by! valid! trials!
generating!faster!responses!than!invalid!ones!(t(14)=2.16,!p=0.048,!mean!difference:!









and! visual! stimulus! presence.! A! repeated!measures! 2! *! 2! ANOVA!with! factors! Cue!
Direction! (left! or! right)! and!Visual! Stimulus! Presence! (present! or! absent)! showed! a!












Figure! 43.! Proportion! of! phosphenes! seen!
depending! on! visual! stimulus! presence! and! cue!
direction.!Error!bars!represent!the!SEM.!
!
Within! trials! in! which! a! visual! stimulus! was! present,! we! also! investigated! whether!
Phosphene! reports! varied! with! Cue! Direction! and! Stimulus! Side:! phosphenes! were!
perceived! slightly! more! often! when! the! visual! stimulus! appeared! on! the! right!
(F(1,14)=2.98,! p=0.1,! t(14)="1.8,! p=0.08,! mean! difference:! 3%).! This! effect! may! be!

















LDAPs!were! present!when! no! phosphene!was! perceived! (t(14)=4.58,! p<0.001)!with!
only!a!marginally!significant!difference!from!zero!when!the!phosphene!was!perceived!






applied! TMS! only! to! the! right! occipital! cortex! (and! therefore! phosphenes! could! be!
perceived!only!on!the! left!hemifield),!we!separated!the!LDAP!data!by!electrode!and!






by! PO8! detecting! more! positive! ERPs! than! PO7! ! (t(14)="3.998,! p=0.0013,! mean!









less! positive! responses! than! cue! left! for! electrode! position! PO8! (t(14)=2,! p=0.064,!
mean!difference:! 0.7µV).! This! interaction!describes! the!presence!of! an! LDAP! in! the!
data.!





all! ps>0.5).! Within! PO8! by! contrast,! the! ANOVA! showed! a! marginal! effect! of! Cue!
Direction! (F(1,14)=4.01,! p=0.065)! as! well! as! a! significant! interaction! between! Cue!
Direction!and!Phosphene!(F(1,14)=4.91,!p=0.044),!while!the!main!effect!of!Phosphene!
did! not! reach! significance! (F(1,14)=0.56,! p=0.47).! The! interaction! between! Cue!
Direction! and! Phosphene!was! given! by! cue! left! and! cue! right! differing! significantly!













Figure!46! shows! the!waveforms!of! the! TMS"evoked!potentials,! comparing!between!
phosphene!present!and!absent,!separately!for!different!electrode!groups.!
!





For! the! time!bin! 70"140!ms!post! TMS,!we! ran! a! 4*2*2! repeated!measures!ANOVA!
with!factors!Electrode!Group!(Parietal!Right,!Parietal!Central,!Parietal!Left,!Occipital),!




A! phosphene! effect!was! present! only! in! the! Parietal! Right! electrode! group! (t(14)="
2.33,!p=0.035,!mean!difference:!1.1!µV,!all!other!t’s<1.5,!all!p’s>0.2).!From!figure!48!it!






Figure! 47.! TEP! amplitude! in! the! time! bin! 70"140! ms.! Left! panel:! bar! graph! of! the! main! effect! of!
phosphene! divided! by! electrode! group;! error! bars! represent! the! SEM.! Right! panel:! Electrode! map!
showing!the!amplitude!of!the!difference!wave!(present"absent)!for!the!TEP!at!different!locations.!
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For! the! time! bin! 180"240,! a! main! effect! of! Group! (F(3,42)=45.2,! p<0.001),! an!
interaction!between!Electrode!Group!and!Phosphene! (F(3,42)=4.3,!p=0.025),!as!well!













Figure! 48.! TEP! amplitude! in! the! time! bin! 180"240! ms.! Left! panel:! bar! graph! of! the! main! effect! of!
phosphene! divided! by! electrode! group;! error! bars! represent! the! SEM.! Right! panel:! Electrode! map!
showing!the!amplitude!of!the!difference!wave!(present"absent)!for!the!TEP!at!different!locations.!
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Figure! 49.! TEP! waveforms! divided! by! electrode! group! (panel).! Line! colour! represents! phosphene!
condition,! while! line! type! represents! cueing.! Shaded! areas! represent! the! time! bins! in! which! an!
interaction!between!phosphene!and!cueing!reached!significance,!separately!for!each!electrode!group.!
The! interaction!between!Electrode!Group,!Cue!and!Phosphene! in! the! time!bin!180"
240! ms! was! further! analysed! by! running! separate! two"way! ANOVAS! within! each!
electrode!group,!with!factors!Cue!(Left,!Right)!and!Phosphene!(Present,!Absent).!The!
only!significant!effect!was!an!interaction!between!Cue!and!Phosphene!in!the!Parietal!












Figure! 50.! Left! panel:! bar! graph! of! the! interaction! between! cueing! and! phosphenes! for! electrode!
group!Parietal!Right.!Error!bars! represent! the!SEM.!Right!panel:!Topography!map!of! the!difference!
between!cueing!conditions!(left"right)!for!phosphene!absent!
240"280!MS:!PHOSPHENE!EFFECT!AND!CUE!*!PHOSPHENE!INTERACTION!
For! the! time! bin! 240"280! ms! after! TMS! we! measured! a! main! effect! of! Group!
(F(3,42)=36,! p<0.001),! a! significant! interaction! between! Group! and! Phosphene!




between! phosphene! condition! for! the! Parietal! Central! group! (t(14)=2.8,! p=0.015,!
mean!difference:!1.1!µV).!We!also!observed!a!marginal!difference!within!the!Parietal!
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Left! (t(14)1.93,! p=0.074,! mean! difference:! 0.62! µV)! and! Occipital! (t(14)=1.85,!






Figure! 51.! TEP! amplitude! in! the! time! bin! 240"280! ms.! Left! panel:! bar! graph! of! the! main! effect! of!
phosphene! divided! by! electrode! group;! error! bars! represent! the! SEM.! Right! panel:! Electrode! map!
showing!the!amplitude!of!the!difference!wave!(PhY"PhN)!for!the!TEP!at!different!locations.!
The! interaction! between! Cue! and! Phosphene! (Figure! 52)! was! caused! by! cueing!
conditions! differing! when! a! phosphene! was! present! (t(14)="2.19,! p=0.046,! mean!
difference:!1.1!µV),!and!not!when!it!was!absent!(t(14)=0.3,!p=0.778,!mean!difference:!
0.13!µV).!
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conditions! for! the! Parietal! Central! (t(14)=2.8,! p=0.013,! mean! difference:! 1.4! µV),!
Parietal! Left! (t(14)=2.2,! p=0.042,! mean! difference:! 0.9! µV)! and! Occipital! group!
(t(14)=1.8,!p=0.046,!mean!difference:!0.79!µV),!while!the!difference!was!not!present!
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is! clearly! visible! in! Figure! 53,! right! panel,! where! the! topography!maps! highlights! a!





Figure! 53.! TEP! amplitude! in! the! time! bin! 280"400! ms.! Left! panel:! bar! graph! of! the! main! effect! of!
phosphene! divided! by! electrode! group;! error! bars! represent! the! SEM.! Right! panel:! Electrode! map!
showing!the!amplitude!of!the!difference!wave!(PhY"PhN)!for!the!TEP!at!different!locations.!
The!TEP!results,!to!summarise,!can!be!divided!into!two!categories;!phosphene!effects!
and! interactions! between! cues! and! phosphenes.! The! phosphene! effects! could! be!
divided!into!an!early!(70"140!ms)!right!parietal!effect,!and!later!ones!(180"240,!240"
280! and! 280"240)! starting! from! central! parietal! electrodes! and! spreading! to! other!
groups!except!the!right!parietal!ones.!Phosphenes!also!interacted!with!cueing;!when!
no! phosphene! was! reported! a! cueing! difference! was! present! in! the! right! parietal!
electrode! group! (180"240!ms),! while! when! a! phosphene! was! reported,! the! cueing!
difference!was!observable!over!all!electrodes!groups!(240"280!ms).!
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Qualitatively,! we! also! looked! at! the! topography! maps! comparing! our! effect! of!






















dissociable! cueing! effects! depending! on! phosphene! perception.! These! results! are!
relevant!to!two!topics;! first!they!speak!to!the!early"vs"late!hypothesis!of!phosphene!
generation,! and! secondly! that! attention! affects! neural! processes! differently!
depending!on!the!presence!or!absence!of!a!percept.!
BEHAVIOURAL!EFFECTS!
The! probability! of! seeing! a! phosphene!was!modulated! by! the! presence! of! a! visual!
stimulus:!when!a!target!was!presented,!the!probability!of!perceiving!a!phosphene!was!
lower.! As! it! has! been! reported! in! the! literature! that! phosphenes! increase! the!
threshold! for! visual! stimuli! identification! (Kammer,! 1998),! we! believe! our! results!
highlight! a! complementary! phenomenon:! by! keeping! the! TMS! intensity! constant,!
phosphene!threshold!was!modulated!by!visual!stimulus!presence.!This!effect!could!be!
caused!either!by!masking,!or!by!attentional!capture!triggered!by!the!visual!stimulus!





influenced! by! cue! direction! seems! to! contradict! recent! studies! that! have! adjusted!
phosphene!threshold!for!cued!and!uncued!sides!of!the!visual!hemifield,!finding!that!
phosphenes! appearing! in! the! cued! area! required! a! lower! intensity! to! be! perceived!
(Bestmann! et! al.,! 2007).! It! is! relevant! to! note,! however,! that! the! experimental!
procedures! employed! by! Bestmann! (2007)! were! very! different! from! the! current!
experiment;! There! are! quantitative! methodological! differences! between! the! two!
studies!that!might!have!affected!the!results:!visual!stimulus!prevalence!was!different!
between! the! studies! (our! study!employed!33%!visual! stimuli,! compared! to!50"66%)!
and! therefore! participant! expectations! might! have! been! different;! the! cue"target!
interval!also!differed!(we!chose!1300!ms!fixed! interval,!compared!to!a!variable!500"
1000! ms! one),! which! might! have! influenced! the! stage! of! cueing! processing! being!
affected.!!
In! our! experiment,! participants! only! received! TMS! pulses! on! the! right! hemisphere,!





ADANs!were! found! for! both! phosphene! present! and! absent! conditions,! confirming!






be!perceived! later!on!during!the!trial.!Given!the!nature!of! the!LDAP!as!a! lateralized!
component! calculated!as! the!double!difference!of! contralateral! and! ipsilateral! ERPs!
for!PO7!and!PO8,!and!the!fact!that!in!our!experiment!TMS!was!only!administered!to!
the!right!hemisphere,!we!investigated!this!difference!further!by!analysing!the!average!
ERPs!divided!by! side!and!electrode.! This! analysis! revealed! that! the! LDAP!difference!





and! the! cue! points! to! the! right,! the! left! hemifield! has! been! suppressed! efficiently;!
conversely,!when!no!phosphene! is!perceived!and!the!cue!points! to! the! left,!we!can!
hypothesize!that!attentional!allocation!was!not!performed!as!efficiently!as!when!the!




This! finding! supports! the! view! of! attention! as! modulating! excitability! in! the! visual!









The! earliest! effect’s! timing! and! location! are! relevant! to! the! ongoing! debate!
concerning!the!nature!of!phosphenes;!namely!the!early!vs.!late!hypotheses!(Taylor!et!
al.,! 2010).! Although! the!presence!of! early! phosphenes! effects! could! seem! to! agree!
with! the! early! hypothesis,! suggesting! that! these! percepts! are! generated! in! a! feed"
forward!manner,!there!may!not!be!any!such!clear"cut!dichotomy!between!“early”!and!




generated! through! later! recurrent! and! distributed! processing,! reflected! by! the! P3!
component.! According! to! such! an! interpretation,! the! early! effect! in! our! data! is! a!
correlate! of! the! later! event! of! awareness! reporting,! but! does! not! indicate! that!








them! and! then! evaluating! perception).! Several! different! stages! of! processing! may!
occur!within!visual!cortex!over!time.!The!presence!of!both!feedforward!and!recurrent!
processes!occurring!relatively!early!in!the!visual!cortex!has!been!recently!highlighted!
TMS! in! a! study! employing! visual! masking! and! stimulating! the! occipital! cortex! (de!
Graaf,!Goebel,!&!Sack,!2012a).!
Previous! studies! (Pins! &! Ffytche,! 2002)! employing! combined! ERP"fMRI! have!
highlighted! V1! activity,! starting! 100!ms! after! the! presentation! of! a! visual! stimulus,!
which!is!correlated!with!the!subsequent!conscious!reporting!of!the!participants.!Our!
effects!include!this!time"bin,!but!it!should!be!noted!that!phosphene"generating!TMS!
provides! a! direct! activation! of! the! underlying! visual! cortical! neurons,! bypassing!
several!subcortical!structures!(Bestmann!et!al.,!2007)!
Although!the! low!spatial! resolution!of!ERP!prohibits!making!strong!claims!about!the!
location!of!effects!based!on!ERP!topography,! the!proximity!of! the!ERP!effect! to! the!
occipital!cortex!where!the!coil!generates!the!phosphene!would!suggest!that!the!early!
phases! of! phosphene! perception! might! be! local.! ! Phosphenes! caused! by! occipital!
stimulation! may! be! generated! through! stimulation! of! several! different! areas,! the!
most!widely!suggested!being!V1!(Kammer!et!al.,!2005;!Pascual"Leone!&!Walsh,!2001),!
but!with!some!authors!suggesting!it! is!extrastriate!areas!or!the!optic!radiation!to!be!
responsible! for! phosphene! generation! (Kammer! et! al.,! 2005).! ! In! the! current!
experiments,!the!area!stimulated!by!TMS!was!coregistered!on!individual!participants’!





that! our! early! effect! of! phosphene! might! indeed! be! generated! by! primary! (or!
secondary)!visual!areas.!
The! topography! of! the! ‘middle’! effect! of! phosphene! in! the! time! bin! 180"240,! is!
remarkably!similar!to!that!reported!by!Taylor!et!al.!(2010),!but!the!timing!of!our!effect!
is! delayed! by! 20!ms.! One! explanation! for! this! difference! is! that! participants! in! our!
experiments! were! performing! a! dual! task,! which! might! have! slowed! down! certain!
stages!of!processing! (Sigman!&!Dehaene,!2008).!However!the!substantial!overlap! in!
terms! of! timing! and! topography! between! our! effect! and! the! one! of! Taylor! et! al.!
(2010)!suggests!that!the!current!results!are!replicating!the!same!effect.!
The!latest!phosphene!effect!also!matches!an!effect!reported!by!Taylor!et!al.! (2010).!
Both! are! present! in! the! time!bin! 280"400!ms;! and!both! are! observable! for! central,!
occipital!and!left!parietal!electrodes.!In!the!present!analyses,!we!did!not!observe!the!
latest!effect!of!phosphenes!in!the!parietal!right!electrodes;!while!Taylor!et!al.!(2010)!
found! a! difference! between! phosphene! present! and! absent! while! including! those!
electrodes! in!a! larger!group.!We!are!unable!to!determine!whether!our!difference! is!
caused! by! using! smaller! groups! of! electrodes! for! this! analysis,! or! by! genuine!
difference!in!the!topography!of!the!effects.!The!presence!of!an!interaction!between!





task! the! participants! were! performing! simultaneously.! Future! work,! possibly!
manipulating!the!presence!of!a!secondary!task,!would!help!testing!this!hypothesis.!
Taken! together,! our! phosphene! effects! agree!with! the! hypothesis! put! forwards! by!
Taylor! et! al! (2010),! suggesting! that! phosphenes! are! perceived! through! a! chain! of!
activations!starting!locally!and!then!spreading!to!other!areas.!
INTERACTION!BETWEEN!CUEING!AND!PHOSPHENE!REPORT!
In! our! dataset,! we! observed! two! interactions! between! cueing! and! phosphene!






The!presence!of! cueing!effects!on!phosphene!absent! trials! is! consistent!with! single!
cell! recordings! showing! that! when! monkeys! directed! their! attention! to! a! certain!
location,! neurons! containing! the! attended! location! in! their! receptive! field! increase!







absent),! its!polarity!was!opposite! (with!right!cue!being!more!positive!than! left!cue),!
and!it!was!separable!both!temporally!and!in!terms!of!the!electrodes!at!which!it!was!
measurable.! Interestingly,! this! effect! occurred! at! a! time! in!which! some! researchers!
argue!consciousness!takes!place!(Del!Cul!et!al.,!2007);!it!is!possible!that!it!reflects!the!





Despite! the! differences! in! methodology! between! Experiment! 1! and! Experiment! 2,!
both! experiments! found! effects! of! attention! on! the! TEP! even!when! no! phosphene!
was!perceived.!The!differences! in! timing!and!topographies!between!the!two!effects!
could! be! due! to! several! factors.! The! longer! SOA! in! Experiment! 2! might! have!
substantially! altered!which! stage! of! the! cueing! processes!was! probed! the! TEP.! It! is!
possible!that!more!effort!would!have!been!required!by!the!participants!to!keep!their!
attentional!focus!on!the!cued!side!for!much!longer,!and!that!therefore!in!Experiment!




the! trial"by"trial! excitability! making! the! two! cueing! effects! hard! to! compare;! as! a!
cueing! difference! within! phosphene! absent! trials! in! Experiment! 2! represents! a!
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is! an! activation! signal! that! later! gets! modulated! by! attention! before! reaching!
consciousness.!Secondly,!it!could!be!that!although!early!effects!predicted!phosphene!
perception! i.e.! whether! or! not! a! percept! was! reported,! processes! defining! the!
vividness!and!appearance!of!the!phosphene!occurred!later!(for!a!review!of!effects!of!
attention!on! appearance! see!Carrasco,! 2011).! Future! studies! in!which! a! parametric!
phosphene! vividness! rating! is! required! in! addition! to! the! present/absent!
discrimination!would!help!testing!this!later!hypothesis.!!
It! has! been! proposed! that! even! though! very! early! effects! of! consciousness! are!





(V5)! has! been! investigated! with! TMS,! showing! that! phosphene! awareness! can! be!
manipulated!by!disrupting!those!processes!(Pascual"Leone!&!Walsh,!2001).!




Figure! 55.! A! schematic! representation! of! the! TEP! effects,! and! their! suggested! function! and!




could! represent! trial"to"trial! readjustment,! in! relationship! to! the! expectation! the!
participant! formed! towards! seeing! a! percept.! In! the! presence! of! a! percept,! on! the!
!!
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To! conclude,! our! results! have! shown! that! occipital! TMS! during! an! attentional! task!
employing!Posner!cues!can!affect!the!TMS"related!potential;!we!also!have!replicated!
the! previous! finding! of! a! neural! signature! for! phosphene! perception! (Taylor! et! al.,!
2010),!and!we!have!shown!new,!earlier!effects!of!phosphenes.!!
Concerning!phosphene!perception,!the!presence!of!several!effects,!differing!in!timing!




and! cueing! interact! in! specific! times! in! the! TMS"evoked! potential.!We! have! shown!
that! the! interactions! are! different! in! trials! in! which! a! phosphene! is! perceived!
compared!to!when!no!perception!is!reported.!!
Taken!together,!our!results!have!highlighted!a!variety!of!effects!of!phosphenes,!and!











different! cortical! areas,! and! the! timing! of! their! involvement! (Miniussi,! Bortoletto,!
Thut,!&!Veniero,!2012;!Taylor!et!al.,!2008;!Thut!&!Pascual"Leone,!2009).!In!this!thesis,!
we! presented! experiments! applying! two! widely! employed! paradigms! in! visual!
attention;!visual!search!and!Posner!cueing,!to!investigate!cortical!functions.!
In! the! visual! search! experiment,! we! employed! a! feature! search! paradigm! in!which!
participants!were!instructed!to!perform!a!compound!task.!We!applied!repeated"pulse!
TMS!on!the!rAng!in!the!inter"trial!interval!in!order!to!modulate!inter"trial!effects.!This!
paradigm! allowed! us! to! dissociate! the! response"! and! stimulus"! related! task!
components,!and!to!assess!different!theories!of!the!role!of!the!rAng.!
In! the! two! experiments! involving! cueing,!we! employed! central! endogenous! cues! in!
the!shape!of!arrows!pointing!to!the!left!or!right!side!of!the!screen.!Participants!were!
instructed! to!orient! their!attention!covertly,!and!perform!a!discrimination! task!on!a!
checkerboard!that!was!presented!with!a!validity!of!80%.!Visual!stimuli!were!present!in!




In! the! first! cueing! experiment,! we! employed! sub"! threshold! TMS! pulses,! so! that!










a! facilitatory! effect! of! TMS;! reaction! times! were! faster! in! trials! in! which! both! the!
target"defining! feature! and! the! response"defining! feature! repeated,! an! effect!
mirrored!by!an!enhanced!amplitude!of!the!N1!component.!!
THEORETICAL!CONTRIBUTIONS!








and! response"processing! should! be! updated! by! including! a! parallel! component!
representing!combined!expectancies!(Kingstone,!1992;!Memelink!&!Hommel,!2013).!
This! addition! could! explain! how! TMS! applied! over! a! single! area! could! affect! a! trial!
type!characterized!by!both!stimulus!and!response!repeats,!and!only!this!type!of!trials.!
In! recent! years,! many! psychological! and! neuroscientific! models! have! advocated! a!
connection! between! action! and! perception,! or! between! different! (and! often!
independent)!dimensions!of!a!stimulus!(Memelink!&!Hommel,!2013)!and!our!results!
strongly! support! this! connection.! That! TMS!was! delivered! in! the! inter"trial! interval!
also!suggests! that! the!effect!modulated!was!an! implicit!expectancy! that! the!system!




prime!task"relevant! features! in!subsequent!trials.! Interestingly,! recent!EEG!evidence!










an! impairment! was! found! when! TMS! was! applied! during! conjunction! search!
(Ashbridge! et! al.,! 1997;! Ellison! et! al.,! 2004).! Although!most! of! the! studies! applying!
TMS!to!study!visual!search!have!delivered!TMS!pulses!at!the!time!of!stimulus!onset,!




but! not! when! the! target! is! characterized! by! a! unique! dimension.! ! Instead,! the!
Visuomotor! Hypothesis! of! the! PPC! proposes! that! the! tasks! in! which! the! PPC! is!
















The! second! experiment! investigated! the! interaction! between! spatial! attention! and!
phosphene! perception:!we! observed! that! these! two! factors! interacted! in! the! TMS"
locked!ERP;!when! the!phosphene!was! absent!we!observed! an!earlier! (180"240!ms)!
difference! between! cueing! conditions! for! right! parietal! electrodes,! while! when! the!
phosphene!was!present!the!difference!was!later!(240"280),!of!opposite!polarity,!and!
observable! over! all! electrode! groups.! We! also! found! earlier! effects! of! phosphene!
perception!than!those!reported!in!the!literature!(Taylor!et!al.,!2010),!with!phosphene!




The! results! from! Experiment! 1! support! the! claim! that! spatial! attention! modulates!
cortical!excitability;!It! is! important!to!stress!that!in!Experiment!1!TMS!pulses!did!not!
generate! any! percept,! and! therefore! our! results! solely! concern! cortical! excitability!
below! consciousness! threshold,! avoiding! any! confound! that! usually! comes! with!
perception,!like!exogenous!orienting!of!attention.!
The! results! from! Experiment! 2! are! relevant! concerning! two! topics:! the! nature! and!
timing! of! phosphene! perception,! and! the! effects! of! attention! on! phosphene!




trials! elicit! a! late! (240"280! and! 280"400! ms! post! TMS)! central! positivity! when! we!
compared!it!to!phosphene!absent;!we!also!observed!an!earlier!effect!(70"140!ms!post!
TMS),!with!phosphene!present!trials!eliciting!a!more!negative!ERP!in!the!right!parietal!
group! than!phosphene!absent.! These! results! are! relevant! to! the!debate! concerning!
the! nature! of! phosphenes! (Taylor! et! al.,! 2010),! as! well! as! to! the! topic! of! neural!
correlates! of! consciousness! (Lamme,! 2010).! A! possible! interpretation! of! the!
phosphene!results!is!that!although!phosphenes!are!generated!early!and!locally,!they!
are! sensitive! to! later! attentional! and! top"down! modulations,! which! might! be! the!
result! of! feedback! neural! processes! after! the! first! feed"forward! signal,! which!
represented!by!our!early!effect.!Studies!that!employed!visual!stimuli!have!found!that!
it! is! possible! to! discriminate! very! early! on! whether! or! not! the! stimulus! will! be!
perceived,! but! that! later! factors! affect! consciousness! as! well;! these! findings! view!
consciousness! as! the! fruit! of! recurrent! processes! (Del! Cul! et! al.,! 2007),! and! situate!
consciousness!at!the!same!time!in!which!we!observed!a!spreading!of!the!phosphene!
effect!as!well!as!an!interaction!between!phosphenes!and!cue!(240"280!ms).!!
In! Experiment! 2! we! also! observed! cueing! differences! when! the! phosphene! was!
absent! over! right! parietal! electrodes! (180"240! ms),! of! an! opposite! polarity! to! the!
difference!within!phosphene!present.!The!difference!in!timing!and!topography!of!this!
effect! to! the! effect! in! Experiment! 1! might! suggest! that! either! they! are! different!






towards! a! better! understanding! of! the! linkage! between! attention! and! other! brain!
functions;!action!and!consciousness.!Although!we!employed!very!different!paradigms!
(both! in! terms! of! task,! visual! stimuli,! and! TMS! protocols),! and! stimulated! different!
areas,! the! studies! presented! in! this! thesis! strengthen! a! view! of! the! brain! in!which!
different!systems!interact!to!optimize!performance.!
In! the! first!part,!we!have!been!able! to! show!that! the! right!angular!gyrus! is! causally!
involved! in! the! formation! of! expectancies! involving! target"! and! response"! defining!
features.!Our!study!is!the!first!to!demonstrate!rANG!functional!specificity!in!improving!
visual!search!performance!when!target"!and!response"!defining!features!repeat.!Our!
results! contribute! to! the! understanding! of! the! function! of! the! rAng,! a! complicated!
substructure! in! the! parietal! cortex! which! has! been! defined! “a! multisensory! hub”!
(Seghier,!2012).!Our!findings!are!also!relevant!to!the!debate!concerning!the!nature!of!
intertrial! effects;! they! suggest! that! parallel! components! are! needed! to! address! the!
formation!of!combined!expectancies!(Kingstone,!1992;!Memelink!&!Hommel,!2013).!
Finally,! our! experiment! shows! that! the! N1! component,! traditionally! thought! to! be!
involved! in! early! analyses! of! stimulus! features! (Luck,! 2005),! is! sensitive! to! how! the!
rANG!contributes!to!combined!perceptual!and!motoric!intertrial!expectancies.!
In! the! second! part,! we! have! also! provided! additional! evidence! to! the! connection!
between! attention! and! excitability! of! the! visual! cortex,! both! when! no! percept! is!





baseline! shifts! (Kastner! &! Ungerleider,! 2000;! Serences! &! Kastner,! 2014),! and!
specifically!shifts!of!excitability!below!perceptual!threshold.!The!results!of!Experiment!
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